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Abstract

This master thesis was performed at H&D Wireless AB situated in Kista. H&D Wireless develops both Wireless  
Local Area Network (WLAN) modules and complete embedded WLAN solutions. The focus of this master 
thesis is WLAN in embedded systems with focus on low power consumption. Embedded systems are often 
powered by batteries and require a long life time. Low power consumption is a significant quality in most 
embedded products. 

The goal of this master thesis was to analyze battery powered WLAN sensor systems and develop a strategy of 
how to optimize these in terms of energy consumption. The optimization was performed on the application 
layer. The aim was to target specific application properties rather than a general case. The aim of analyzing, 
optimizing and configuring these systems is to extend the lifetime of battery powered WLAN sensor devices.  
The optimization of the system mainly focused on the configurations of the WLAN and the power management  
of the microprocessor. The WLAN module that was analyzed was provided by H&D Wireless.

The problem with WLAN in battery powered devices is that the transmission and receiving of data is a power  
consuming procedure. By optimizing the use of WLAN and the microprocessor the power consumption can be 
decreased. 

The project started with a literature study of the WLAN standard with focus on the power save functionality.  
Other  power  save  methods  in  the  area  was  also  included  in  the  pre-study.  The  optimization  and  the  
implementation of  the  WLAN sensor  device  were  based  on  the  pre-study and empirical  tests.  The power  
management of the microprocessor was one part of the optimization and the other was the configuration of the  
WLAN power save parameters. 

The focus on the empirical tests was to evaluate the effect on the power consumption. It was also to evaluate the 
impact on the WLAN performance which sometime is two properties that work against each other. 

The configurations of the application were divided into two main categories.  The categories are server and 
client mode. In the server mode the device must be connected all the time, while a client can connect only when 
needed. 

The results of the empirical tests show a significant reduction in power consumption. From the start the current  
consumption was around 130/42 mA at 3.3 V with the WLAN module active or in power save mode. After the 
optimization the same values was about 90/0.8 mA. The lifetime of the device is strongly dependent on the 
application and further results are presented in the report. One conclusion made is that although the reduction is 
significant the system requires further optimization to minimize the basic current consumption. 
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Sammanfattning

Examensarbetet utfördes på H&D Wireless AB beläget i Kista. H&D Wireless utvecklar både W ireless Local  
Area Network (WLAN) moduler och kompletta WLAN-lösningar i inbyggda system. Ämnet för examensarbetet 
är WLAN i inbyggda system med fokus på låg effektförbrukning. Inbyggda system drivs ofta av batterier och  
kräver lång livslängd, låg effektförbrukning är därför en viktig kvalitet i de flesta inbyggda produkter.

Målet med examensarbetet var att analysera batteridrivna WLAN-sensorsystem och att utveckla en strategi för 
hur  dessa  kan  optimeras  med avseende  på  effektförbrukning.  Optimeringen  utfördes  på  applikationslagret.  
Syftet var att studera hur applikationers specifika egenskaper påverkar och påverkas, snarare än att studera ett 
allmänt fall. Syftet med att analysera, optimera och konfigurera dessa system är att förlänga livslängden på 
batteridrivna  WLAN-sensor  applikationer.  Optimering  av  systemet  inriktades  främst  på  konfigurationer  av 
WLAN och effekt besparande funktioner på mikroprocessorn. WLAN-modulen som analyserades är en produkt 
av H&D Wireless.

Problemet med WLAN i batteridrivna produkter är att sändning och mottagande av data är en effektkrävande 
procedur. Genom att optimera användningen av WLAN och mikroprocessor kan strömförbrukningen minskas.

Projektet startade med en litteraturstudie av WLAN-standarden med fokus på de energisparande funktioner som 
ingår. Även andra energisparmetoder inom området var med i förstudien. Optimering och implementationen av 
WLAN  sensorsystemet  byggde  på  förstudien  och  empiriska  tester.  Effekthanterings  funktionerna  hos 
mikroprocessorn var en del av optimering och den andra delen var konfigurationen av WLAN  power save 
parametrarna.

Fokus  i  de  empiriska  testerna  var  att  utvärdera  hur  energiförbrukningen påverkas.  Men även att  utvärdera 
effekterna på WLAN-prestandan, det är ibland två egenskaper som motarbetar varandra.

Konfiguration av applikationen var uppdelad i två huvudkategorier. Kategorierna är server och klient. I server 
läge måste enheten vara ansluten hela tiden, medan en klient kan ansluta till ett nätverk endast när det behövs.

Resultaten av de empiriska  testerna  visar  en betydande minskning av strömförbrukningen.  Från början var  
strömförbrukningen ungefär 130/42 mA med WLAN-modulen aktiv eller i energisparläge. Efter optimeringen 
var  samma  värden  ungefär  90/0.8  mA.  Livslängden  på  enheten  är  starkt  beroende  av  applikationen  och 
ytterligare resultat redovisas i rapporten. En slutsats som kunde dras var att även om en betydande minskning  
uppnåtts krävs ytterligare optimering för att minimera grundförbrukningen.
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Glossary

802.11 The project number (802) and work group (11) of the IEEE organization. It defines 
the WLAN standard. 

Atomic operation An expected sequence of frames that shall be transmitted in a row and if they are  
not, the entire operation must be performed once again.

Beacon frame The access point continuously transmit beacon frames, the frames contain different 
information intended for the stations.

Contention-based 
access

Allows several stations to operate on the same channel. Before a station can transmit 
it has to listen to the channel and can only transmit if it is free. 

OSI Model Open System Interconnection Model, it is a model for describing communication 
systems.

PS-Poll Frames transmitted by a station in power save mode to the access point to receive  
one buffered frame. 

Smart Home Areas that could be included in the smart home and remote management are energy 
monitoring and management, water, lightning, doors and windows monitoring, air 
conditions and ventilation, among other areas.

Throughput A measurement of the amount of data that can be transmitted within a specific time 
interval.

Transmission 
delay

The time it takes for a station to put the signal,  in this case a packages,  on the 
transmission medium.

HDG104 WLAN 
SiP module

A System in Package WLAN module by H&D Wireless AB. Support for 802.11b/g. 
The measurements is 7x8 mm.

SPB800 A compete serial to WLAN module that includes an Atmel microprocessor and a 
HDG104 WLAN SiP module. The measurements are 22x34mm.

SPB105 A board with HDG104 WLAN SiP module included. Possible to connect to Atmel 
evaluation kits.

Wi-Fi Alliance A nonprofit organization with the aim to ensure interoperability between different 
802.11 products.
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 1 Introduction

This chapter includes an introduction to this master thesis, the background to the problem to be solved, the  
problem definition and the  purpose and goal.  Methods and limitations are  also mentioned as  well  as  the  
referenced literature. 

 1.1 Background

Connection  and  communication  via  the  internet  is  a  natural  feature  of  today's  society.  Most  people  are 
connected to the internet every day via their cell phone or computer. To add wireless internet access into the  
products and systems of your home creates  endless  of  opportunities,  like monitoring, measure and control 
energy consumption. The needs of connecting “things” are growing.

This  master  thesis  was  performed  at  H&D Wireless  AB1 situated  in  Kista.  H&D Wireless  develops  both 
Wireless  Local  Area  Network  (WLAN)  modules  and  complete  embedded  WLAN solutions.  For  example 
WLAN solutions with focus on fitness and health care, digital media devices and energy control in a smart  
home [18].  The choice of  using the WLAN protocol  in  this master  thesis is  based on the technology and 
knowledge that  H&D Wireless  provide.  There are several  other  wireless  communication protocols  used  in  
sensor networks today but the use of WLAN adds the feature of directly connecting the device to the internet. 
Examples of these application could be temperature sensors or smoke detectors with the possibility to read from 
everywhere via the internet.

The task was to analyze several parts of the system in different applications. An overall picture of a system is 
shown in Figure 1. The system includes a mobile device with a microprocessor and a WLAN module and also  
an access point. The different parts are described in chapter  2 IEEE 802.11 WLAN Standard. 

Embedded systems are often powered by batteries and require a long life time. Low power consumption is a  
significant quality in most embedded products. In for example a smart home environment anything that is of  
interest of the house owner could be of interest to monitor and measure. All information and data could be sent 
to the owner at any time and place.  Different systems have different features and properties; some need to 
deliver information constantly with a short interval, other only if someone requests it.  It all depends on the  
system and the users requirements. 

1 H&D Wireless AB, Copyright © 2009 H&D Wireless AB, www.hd-wireless.se

1

Figure 1. Overview of the parts included in the analysis of this master thesis. WLAN parameters of the  
WLAN chip, the access point and power save parameters of the microcontroller unit ( MCU).
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 1.2 Problem Definition

The purpose of optimizing the power consumption is obvious, but do not these solutions with very low power 
consumption already exist today? The goal was to analyze the entire system including the station and the access  
point and how to configure the parameters in the most efficient way. There is not much literature or articles  
published about this subject and according to the article [8] that focus on this subject also claim that there is a 
lack of literature. The article is published in July 2010 and the method and analysis of it is discussed later in this  
report in chapter 1.5.2.1  Theories  and 3  WLAN Power Save Methods. The problem with WLAN in battery 
powered devices is that the transmission and receiving of data is a power consuming procedure. By optimizing 
the use of WLAN and the microprocessor the power consumption can be decreased. With that in mind the 
following questions could be raised:

• how to optimize the WLAN parameters,

• how to adapt them to a specific user case or system and 

• when should the optimization take place.

Tuning of the WLAN parameters only is not enough, the power save functionality of the microprocessor and the 
configuration of the access point had to be included as well. Only so-called infrastructure Basic Service Set  
(BSS) networks was considered.

 1.3 Purpose and Goal

The goal of this master thesis was to analyze battery powered WLAN sensor systems and develop a strategy of 
how to optimize these in terms of energy consumption. The aim of analyzing, optimizing and configuring these 
systems is to extend the lifetime of battery powered WLAN sensor devices. With the WLAN module provided  
by H&D Wireless.

Below a number of  goals are defined.  All  requirements of  the master  thesis are defined in  Appendix A –
Requirement Specification.

• A strategy of how to optimize power consumption of  specific  systems or  user cases in embedded 
WLAN systems by 

◦ utilizing WLAN parameters for stations and access points,

◦ use of power save functionality of the microprocessor and

◦ consider new protocols suggested for the smart home.

• Select a sensor and implement an embedded WLAN system using the prerequisite hardware.

• Implement the power save strategy for the selected sensor.

 1.4 Limitations
The limitations of  the  project  regarding  the  hardware  were  which  microcontroller  unit  (MCU) and which 
WLAN module to be used in the project. The available MCU's was from Atmel2 and the HDG104 WLAN SiP 
module from H&D Wireless was used for WLAN in this master thesis. H&D Wireless provides a number of  
hardware solutions with both MCU and Wi-Fi3 module built in. The later was not considered to be a limitation 
but rather a gain in time since hardware design was not part of the project. The HDG104 WLAN SiP module 
does support all standard WLAN power save functions as well as the software driver. This master thesis does  
not include any security issues and all tests was performed without encryption. 

2 Atmel, © 2011 Atmel Corporation, www.atmel.com
3 Wi-Fi Alliance, ©2011 Wi-Fi Alliance
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 1.5 Methods and Approach

The work process started  by defining the problem  and collect the most urgent and important questions that 
needed to be answered. The first phase also included the writing of a requirement specification and a time plan 
for the project. The second phase was a pre-study and a literature study of the subject. The pre-study included 
the subjects WLAN standard and WLAN and power consumption. 

After the pre-study the collected knowledge and information was put together and evaluated. This part was the  
development and implementation phase and resulted in a sensor application with the use of the MCU optimized 
in terms of power consumption. 

The last part of the project was to perform  empirical test and analyze  the result of these.  For this part the 
implemented  sensor  system was  used  for  the  tests  and  to  analyze  the  results.  In  Figure  2 all  phases  are 
presented.

Figure 2. An overview of the phases in this master thesis.

 1.5.1  Pre-study

To be able to understand the subjects of the master thesis a pre-study must take place before and partly in 
parallel with the development and implementation. This part includes a literature study, see the chapter 1.5.4 
Reference Literature below for used literature. In Figure 3 an overview of the different layers of the project is 
presented, the two lower blocks belongs mainly to the pre-study. The middle block includes collecting a good 
knowledge about the WLAN standard and the possible parameters used later in the utilization to obtain an 
optimization of the power consumption.  The upper block includes development and implementation of a sensor 
system and a power save strategy, which is further  described in the next chapter.  The choice of sensor to  
implement  was  made  considering  what  was  needed  and  useful  for  the  power  save  implementation  and 
verification.

Subjects that were studied in the pre-study were; what WLAN parameters affect the power consumption of an 
embedded system, what affect the power consumption the most, what parameters are possible to adjust in the 
HDG104 WLAN SiP module and what does the power save function do today. Another important question was 
what the limitation of this module is. 

Figure 3. Layer layout of this master thesis. WLAN standard and MCU + WLAN module  
includes a background study of the standard and the components. The sensor application  
includes implementation and a sensor system and the power save strategy.
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 1.5.2  Development and Implementation

When enough information and knowledge had been obtained the development phase started. Most questions  
from the pre-study were answered at this stage and the sensor implementation started. The implementation also 
included optimization of the microprocessor and the shutdown and wake up of the WLAN module. A client  
application for transmission of sensor values with different transmission protocols was also developed. 

The power save strategies was based on specific systems and user cases. There are two main cases, a sensor  
system that  does not need to be contactable and decides by itself when it  should be available to listen to  
incoming traffic.  The second case is  a  sensor system that  always needs to be in listen mode.  The WLAN 
standard includes a power save functionality that controls a number of parameters, one of these is the listen 
interval of the WLAN client. Simplified one can say that the listen interval controls how often the station should 
wake up and listen for incoming traffic. [3]

Within the previous mentioned cases there could be lots of variations of specifications. Variables that could be  
taken into account could be 

• what shall be measured and how often,

• how often should the data be reported or

• the size of the listen interval. 

 1.5.2.1 Theories 

According to the article Efficient Power Management for Infrastructure IEEE 802.11 WLANs written by Yi-Hua 
Zhu and V.C.M. Leung (2010) [8] there is a lack of literature about the subject. More specifically lack of how to 
configure WLAN parameters in both the access point and the stations in terms of power save, with regard to the  
power  save  parameters  of  the  IEEE  802.11  WLAN  standard.  The  authors  present  a  timer-based  power 
management mechanism called TPM which only considers the energy consumption of the wireless interface. [8] 

The theory presented in the article mentioned above uses three different states of the station;  idle,  doze  and 
active, where active is both receiving and transmitting state. The model results in some functions describing the 
average power consumption of the station and the access point and other interesting parameters for the power  
consumption. [8] 

The above theory was interesting for this master thesis and is both summarized and discussed later in the report.  
Different systems have different properties, and for systems with "long and bulk data transmissions with strict 
QoS requirements” [9] the above method may not be suitable. In the article PSM-throttling: minimizing energy  
consumption for bulk data communications in WLANs by Enhua Tan, Lei Guo, Songqing Chen and Xiaodong 
Zhang these kinds of systems are discussed [9].

 1.5.3  Empirical Tests and Analysis

The last part was to plan and perform empirical tests and to analyze the result obtained in the development and  
implementation phase. To perform the empirical tests and validate the obtained result the power consumptions 
need to be measured. The available measuring instruments was oscilloscope and multimeter. The current was 
measured over known resistance with high accuracy with the multimeter and the oscilloscope was used to 
measure the voltage. The measuring was performed over a constant state or as a predefined pattern. When the 
current and resistance is known the power can be calculate.  
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 1.5.4  Reference Literature

For the pre-study, which mainly was a literature study, the book by Mattew S. Gast, 802.11 Wireless Networks:  
The  Definitive  Guide and  the  IEEE standard  document  for  802.11  were  the  main  references  used  for  the 
literature study about the WLAN standard. The book by A. Holt & C-Y. Huang,  802.11 Wireless Networks  
Security and Analysis, was also one of the references. 

For the deep study about previous work of power save methods within in the WLAN subject, four articles was  
extra  interesting.  The  articles  are  “Efficient  Power  Management  for  Infrastructure  IEEE  802.11  WLANs”  
written  by  Y.  Zhu  &  V.C.M.  Leung,  “PSM-throttling:  minimizing  energy  consumption  for  bulk  data  
communications in WLANs” by E. Tan, L. Guo, S. Chen, X. Zhang, “Scheduled PSM for Minimizing Energy in  
Wireless LANs” by Y. He, R. Yuan, X. Ma, J. Li & C. Wang and “An Effective Power Conservation Scheme for  
IEEE 802.11 Wireless Networks” by C.-H. Gan & Y.-B. Lin.

All complete references can be found in the reference list at the end of this report.  Keywords for this master 
thesis is 802.11, WLAN, Wi-Fi, WLAN power save, wireless communication, power management in WLAN 
networks, efficient power consumption in WLAN networks.

 1.6 Outline

The first chapter presents the background and an introduction to the master thesis. It  includes the problem  
background  and  definition  and  the  purpose  and  goal.  Other  sections  describe  the  method,  theory  and 
approaches.

The following chapter is a part of the pre-study where the WLAN standard is presented with the focus on the 
power save functionality. One additional power save method of the WLAN standard is mention as well. In the 
beginning sections a subchapter about transmission protocols is included. 

The third chapter looks into previous work on the area. Four interesting articles with different perspective on  
power save problems and solutions in WLAN systems are summarized. All articles are discussed in terms of 
how the problems and the solutions are applicable or interesting for this master thesis. 

Chapter 4 focus on the network configuration which includes both a general section about access points and a  
section  about  more  specific  parameters  of  the  HDG104  WLAN  SiP module.  The  chapter  also  includes  
description of the hardware used and the possibilities and limitations. 

In chapter 5 the smart home applications are discussed and a couple of standards used in these kinds of products  
are included as well. The 6th chapter is a summary of all the pre-study chapters. 

The following chapter describes the implementation and optimization of the microprocessor. It includes details  
about the microprocessor sleep and wake ups. 

Chapter 8 describes the empirical test setups and approach and it includes a description of the tools used. All  
test  cases  are motivated and described.  In chapter  9  the results  of  the test  cases described in chapter  8  is  
presented and analyzed. 

Chapter 10 discusses the reliability and accuracy of the test results presented and Chapter 11 includes all the  
conclusions of this master thesis and a reconnection to the purpose. The conclusions are discussed in chapter 11, 
which also includes recommendations of further work. 
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 2 IEEE 802.11 WLAN Standard

The WLAN standard is a standard provided by the Institute of Electronics and Electrical Engineers (IEEE) for  
wireless local area networks and is called 802.11. It was first released in 1997 and since then there has been a  
number of additional releases. The following chapter's gives a brief description of some parts of the standard,  
while some parts are more detailed described. The chapter includes a lot of abbreviations and terminology  
which also can be found in the abbreviations list in the beginning of this document. The focus of this chapter is  
on the power save mode in the 802.11-2007 standard. [3] 

 2.1 Overview

The WLAN standard has a couple of different names, where 802.11 is the family name from the IEEE. The  
IEEE organization consist of many project, each with an associated number, which for WLAN is the number 
802 and defines the Local Area Network (LAN) group. A project then consists of work groups that are assigned 
a number placed after the dot, for WLAN it is 11. The 802.11 standard includes several sub standards like  
802.11a, 802.11b and 802.11g, where the letter defines a task group. [3]

Another popular naming is Wi-Fi, it comes of the Wi-Fi Alliance which is an organization that certifies 802.11 
products.  The  Wi-Fi  Alliance  is  a  nonprofit  organization  with  the  aim to  ensure  interoperability  between  
different 802.11 products. [19]

The 802.11 standard spans over the two lower layers of the communication based Open System Interconnection 
(OSI) model, the physical layer and the data link layer.  Figure 4 shows the relationship between the standard 
and the model. The data link layer consist of the Media Access Control  (MAC) layer and the physical layer 
consists of the  Physical Layer Convergence Procedure  (PLCP) whose task is to map the frames on to the 
medium  and  the  Physical  Medium  Dependent (PMD)  whose  task  is  to  transmit  the  frames.  The  main 
functionality of the MAC layer is to control the access to the wireless medium and the interface with the wired 
network backbone. [3] [2]

On top of the WLAN protocol there are several other protocols. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User 
Datagram Protocol  (UDP) are  common transport  protocols,  and the  Internet  Protocol  (IP)  belongs  to  the 
network layer. 
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Figure 4. The WLAN standard spans over the two lowest layers in the OSI model.
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 2.1.1  Transport Protocols

Two common transmission protocols are TCP and UDP. TCP is a highly reliable host-to-host protocol compared 
to the UDP which lacks all sorts of delivery assurance. TCP connections are based on handshake mechanisms to 
provide correct  connections and data transmissions.  Every data transmission must be acknowledged by the 
receiver. The protocol also includes a checksum to detect erroneous frames. The UDP protocol only is also  
based on  a  host-to-host  connection but  no handshake mechanisms and no  acknowledgment  of  the  data  is  
included. [27][28]

 2.2 Fundamentals

In an infrastructure network the Access Point (AP) is the center and all communication between stations (STA) 
go through the access point. A station is a node in a network with a wireless interface, for example a laptop. The 
access point has several functions where the conversion between wireless and wired interface,  WLAN and 
Ethernet, is the most important. [3] 

There are two different so-called basic service set (BSS) networks, Independent BSS (IBSS) and infrastructure 
BSS, which only is  called BSS networks.  Figure 5 (a) present an IBSS networks.  It  only contains stations 
communicating with each other directly, while infrastructure BSS,  Figure 5 (b), uses an access point in the 
center which all communication must pass through. In an infrastructure network the access point can buffer 
traffic for a station if it is in a power saving mode. This is a great feature for battery-operating systems and is  
the focus of this master thesis. An IBSS network does also include a power save functionality but it is not as  
efficient as for BSS networks and it is not covered here. [3]

One access  point  can only cover a  smaller  area,  therefore  multiple access  points  can operate  in  the  same  
network and form an Extended Service Set (ESS). In an ESS all access point are given the same Service Set ID 
(SSID). It could be described as the network name. [3] 

An 802.11 network provide an amount of network services, for example distribution is used whenever a frame 
needs to be delivered through an access point. Another service is association; it is a registration to the access 
point  and  must  be  accomplished  before  the  stations  are  considered  to  be  connected  to  the  network.  
Reassociations occur when a station needs to change access point in an ESS because of weak signal strength  
and to terminate an association a disassociation occurs. To be able to associate to a network an authentication is 
needed for security reasons and a deauthentication terminates an authentication. [3]
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Figure  5.  Figure  (a)  show an Independent  BSS (IBSS) network.  Figure (b)  shows an infrastructure  BSS  
network where all communication goes through the access point.
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 2.3 The Physical Layer

The first or lowest layer in the OSI model is the physical layer and it is one of two layers that are incorporated  
in the 802.11 standard. The main functionality of the physical layer is to form the frames and transmitting them. 
The physical layer is divided into two subcategories, the PLCP and the PMD, according to Figure 4 above. The 
PLCP form the frames that the PMD transmits onto the wireless medium.

Every communication protocol uses a transmission medium, for an Ethernet network the medium is the cables,  
for WLAN the transmission medium is radio waves. The first 802.11 standard published at 1997 included three  
physical layers,  Frequency Hopping  (FH) spread spectrum, Direct-Sequence  (DS) spread spectrum and  Infra 
Red (IR). At 1999 included in the 802.11a standard came Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 
and in 802.11b High-Rate Direct Sequence (HR/DS) was introduced. With the 802.11b the transmission speed 
or the rate was increased from 1 to 11 Mega byte per second (Mbps), and later the rate was increased to 54  
Mbps. But a higher speed needs a clearer signal and if noise is affecting the signals too much the rate is reduced. 
[3]

The regulations of operating at different bandwidths are controlled by commissions and institutes in different  
countries and require licenses to use. One exception however is the  Industrial, Scientific and Medical  (ISM) 
bands that  are specially allocated for  unlicensed use,  and that  is  where for  example WLAN operates.  The 
frequencies that 802.11 standard uses are 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz ISM bands. Even if it is free to use the ISM  
bandwidths it is not license free to manufactures WLAN products. Every manufacture needs to license their  
products. There are 14 channels on the 2.4 GHz band, 1 to 14. [3]

 2.4 The MAC Layer and Framing

The second layer in the OSI model is the data link layer, which is where the Media Access Control (MAC) is 
positioned. The  MAC  layer controls the access to the wireless medium and the interface with the network  
backbone. The backbone is the wired network that the access points are connected to [3]. 

When using a wireless medium as the transmission medium problems like interfering and collisions must be  
taken into account. The coordination of the collision control is called Distributed Coordination Function (DCF). 
It exists a couple of other functions, but those are not mandatory in the 802.11 standard and not used very often 
[5]. The coordination function is implemented on all stations and access points, and uses Carrier Sense Multiple  
Access and Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). Transmitted data cannot be assumed to arrive to the receiver, the 
WLAN standard uses positive acknowledgment (ACK) sent on all contention-based communications to confirm 
that the correct frame has been received. To increase the control even more, Request to Send (RTS) and Clear to 
Send (CTS) exchanges could be used. The RTS/CTS sequence starts with that the transmitter sends a RTS frame 
to the receiver to request the radio link, then the receiver responds with a CTS frame and when the transmitter  
receives it the transmission can start. [3]

Before a station can transmit a frame it must gain access of the wireless medium. After every transmission a  
fixed time delay must elapse before a new transmission can take place. These time delays are called interframe 
spacing and the standard includes four spacing's for different prioritizes. The shortest delay gives the highest  
priority.  Short Interframe Space (SIFS) is the shortest and has the highest priority and is used during atomic 
transmissions. But before an atomic transmission start the interframe space is larger, it is called DCF Interframe 
Space  (DIFS). If the medium has been idle for a DIFS the station can immediately start to transmit. If the  
medium is busy after a DIFS the station must keep waiting for the medium to become idle. It must then wait for  
the DIFS and for a  backoff time. The DIFS period is followed by the  contention window which consists of 
several  slots.  The  backoff  time  is  a  random value  computed  by  every  station  to  avoid  collisions  and  is  
represented by a slot in the contention window. Again, the shortest random backoff slot gain access of the  
medium. Figure 6 show the interframe spacing's and contention window sequence. [3]

The two other  interframe spacing's  are  the  PCF Interframe Space  (PIFS) that  is  used  by the  PCF during 
contention  free  transmissions  and  the  Extended  Interframe  Space (EIFS)  which  is  used  when  error  and 
retransmissions occur, the EIFS is not a fixed amount of time unlike to other three. [3]

An atomic transmission is when there is an expected sequence of frames that shall be transmitted in a row and if  
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they are not, the entire operation must be performed once again. An example of an atomic operation is a station  
that transmits a data frame to another station, and then expects an ACK when it is received. If the data frame or  
the ACK is lost the frame must be retransmitted. [3]

A station could use a timer included in the frame to allocate the transmission medium for an amount of time, the  
timer is called the Network Allocation Vector (NAV). The NAV is included in the MAC header and the value 
represents the duration left of the transmission. If the value is zero other stations are clear to transmit frames. [5]

Sometimes  data  or  management  frames  need  to  be  broken into shorter  parts,  this  is  called  fragmentation.  
Fragmentation can reduce the influence of interference but increase the throughput.  Both the fragmentation 
threshold and the RTS threshold can be configured in the access point. [3]

 2.4.1  Framing

There are three major frame types, data frames, management frames and control frames. Data frames are used 
for transmitting data and information from higher layers,  control frames could be acknowledgment frames or 
RTS and CTS frames and management frames handles for example the association and authentication. [3]

The MAC header consists of several fields shown in Figure 7. Some of these fields consist of even more fields. 
Here follows a brief description of the sections in the figure. The  Frame Control  field include the protocol 
version, the frame type (for example an acknowledgment frame), two bits to indicate what frame it is and if it is 
sent from a station or an AP. There are also a bit set if a frame is fragmented and one bit if it is a retry. For  
power management there is a bit set to 1 by the station if it goes to sleep mode, a more data bit for indication 
that there are more frames buffered in the AP for a station after the station resumes from sleep mode. The two  
last bits are a Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) bit for encryption and an order bit if the buffered frames shall be 
transmitted in order. [3]

The second field, the duration/ID, can have different meanings. The duration refers to the NAV, or it could be a 
power save poll control frame (PS-poll). A power save polling frame is sent by the station when it wakes up  
after power save mode to receive buffered frames. More details about the power save state are in chapter  2.6 
Power Save. [3]

Address 1 is the destination address and address 2 is the transmitter address, and address 3 is the BSSID. The 
sequence control field includes a fragment number and a sequence number. The sequence number is the same 
on all sub frames on a fragmented frame and the fragment number increases. The frame body field is the data  
field and FCS is the Frame Check Sequence. It is a checksum to control that the frame is not malformed. [3]
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Figure 7. MAC frame. Details of the control frame.
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 2.5 Scan and Connect

Before a  station can connect  to a  network it  must identify the available networks this  procedure is  called 
scanning. There are two types of scanning, active and passive. Passive scan is a less power demanding event  
where the station listens for beacon frames. A beacon frame is transmitted by the access point periodically and 
contains several types of information, including information about the BSS. This information is the  BSSType 
which specifies  if  the  network  is  an infrastructure  or  independent  network.  The BSSID and SSID is  also 
included in a beacon frame as well as a list of all channels, a probe delay parameter used for active scanning and 
a minimum and maximum channel time. [3]

Passive scanning starts with scanning the first channel in the channel list, and shall not listen to the channel  
longer than the maximum channel time to avoid blocking [2]. The station then precedes the process by scanning 
the next channel in the list and so on. The beacons are filtered for the relevant information and later presented in 
a scanning report. [3]

An active scanning sends out  probe request  frames to ask for BSS. The sequence starts with the probe delay 
where the station waits for incoming frames on the first  channel in the list.  This delay is used to prevent  
blocking. The next step is to transmit a probe request to a broadcast address and wait for the minimum channel  
time. If there is no probe responses received, the channel is considered not in use and the station moves on to 
the next channel. Else the probe response frames are processed and the information is stored in a scanning 
report. [3] [2]

When the station knows what networks that are available one must be chosen in some way and which one is  
application  specific.  Then it  is  time to  authenticate  with  the  BSS.  Figure  8 shows the  authentication  and 
association sequence. The station transmits an authentication request to the access point. The access point must  
decide  if  the  station  is  allowed to  authenticate  to  the  network.  If  it  is  okay  the  access  point  transmit  an 
authentication response and the station can now transmit an association request and if the authentication was 
correct the access point answer with an association response. Now a correct connection is established and traffic  
to and from the station is aloud on the network. [3]
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Figure  8.  Authentication and association sequence  between a station and an  
access point.
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 2.6 Power Save

The transceiver is often the most power consuming component in mobile devices and to allow battery powered  
stations to conserve power the 802.11 standard include power management. The 802.11 standard provide two 
modes, sleeping or dozing which is a power saving mode and awake or active mode. The power save mode 
helps battery powered devices to significantly decrease the power consumption. In the sleep mode the radio 
transceiver is powered down and the station can neither transmit nor receive frames. [3]

The access point buffers frames for the station when it is in Power Save (PS) mode. A station informs the access 
point if it is in active or sleeping mode. When the station is in power save mode the access point periodically 
announce to the station if it has traffic waiting, this announcement is sent in beacon frames. This means that the 
station needs to power up the receiver periodically to see if there is any traffic waiting, see Figure 9. If there is 
traffic waiting it has to power up the transmitter to send polling frames. It is much less energy-consuming to act  
in receiver mode than to transmit data. This power save functions is adapted to battery-powered systems so 
these systems can sleep for a big amount of time to save energy. [3] 

 2.6.1  Unicast

The parameter that decides how often the station shall listen for traffic announcements in the beacon frames is 
the listen interval parameter. One listen interval is a multiple of the beacon interval and can equals one beacon  
period or span over several. During this time the access point buffer all frames sent to the station, but after one 
interval has elapsed the station must check if any frames are stored. The access point is obligated to store the 
buffered frames for at least one listen interval, and then the frames can be discarded. Figure 9 presented above 
shows a sequence where the listen interval is two and the access point do not have any buffered frames, the  
station goes directly back to power save mode after receiving the beacon frame. [3]

The beacon frames contains a Traffic Indication Map (TIM) to inform the station if there is traffic waiting or 
not. The TIM consists of 2 008 bits which all correspond to a station by its Association Identifier (AID). When 
the station has woken up and turned on the receiver, the TIM can be received. If a station has buffered frames  
waiting the transmitter must be power up to be able to send a PS-Poll frame. One PS-poll is sent for every  
buffered frame and if there is more than one frame in the buffer the More Data bit is set in the received frame. 
Figure 10 shows a sequence when the station has woken up to listen to the beacon frame and the TIM is set. The  
access point has buffered two frames for the station in the example. This example show one of two possible  
responses of  the PS-poll  frame,  immediate response.  The AP does not acknowledge the PS-poll  frame but  
immediately transmit a frame. [3]

An alternative response to the PS-poll is that the access point responds with an ACK, which means that the 
access point commits to transmit the buffered frame sometimes but not necessarily directly. This means that the 
station must wait for an unknown period of time before receiving the buffered frame. This is called a deferred 
response and is more often implemented than the previous. Only one of the methods is required by the standard  
and the later tend to be easier to implement. Figure 11 shows a deferred response sequence, during the DIFS and 
the  contention window one or  several  atomic  transmissions can take  place  before  the access  point  finally 
transmits the data. The station cannot go back to sleep mode until it has received the buffered frames or a 
beacon frame where the TIM is cleared. If the later occur the frames are lost. [3]
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Figure 9. Beacon transmitted by the access point every beacon interval. The station wakes up to  
listen to the beacon frames every listen interval, the listen interval is two in the figure.
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If the station switches to the active mode there is no need to send PS-poll's since the access point no longer  
needs to  buffer  frame.  When entering the  active mode a  null  frame with the power mode bit  set  to  0,  is 
transmitted to the access point to announce the change of state. When the station enters the power save mode 
again a null frame is transmitted with the power mode bit set to 1. [3]

 2.6.2  Multicast and Broadcast

Multicast and broadcast messages are also buffered for stations acting in power save mode. The multicast and 
broadcast transmissions works in a similar way as for unicast, but instead of a TIM a so called Delivery TIM 
(DTIM) is sent with the beacon frame. The DTIM period does not need to be the same as the TIM period, but it 
is a multiple of the beacon interval and is configured on the access point. All systems are not interested in  
multicast and broadcast frames and are not always needed. But if the station should receive these frames it must 
be awake for DTIM transmissions. If the DTIM period is configure as a longer time, it  could increase the 
battery lifetime. [3]

A broadcast message is intended for all stations while a multicast message is only for a specified group of  
stations. The 802.11 power save mode does not distinguish multicast and broadcast messages. There is only one  
bit in the beacon frame that indicates for multicast and broadcast frames. [10] 

In every beacon frame there is a DTIM counter that counts down from the DTIM period to zero. When the  
counter reaches zero the access point transmit the multicast and broadcast messages. 
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Figure  11.  A 802.11 Power management  with PS-poll  deferred response  sequence.  After  the  first  ACK  
during the following DIFS and contention window in the figure one or more atomic frame sequences can  
take place. The Listen interval is 1.
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 2.6.3  Independent BSS Networks

IBSS networks power save function is not as efficient as for infrastructure networks. There is no access point  
and therefore no center coordinator that can buffer frames. Stations can buffer frames for other stations and send 
an Announcement  Traffic Indicator Messages  (ATIM) to inform the other station and thus the stations can 
control the active and sleep modes. All stations need to listen for ATIM's at specified interval and if no ATIM 
frame is received the station can go back to sleep again. [3] This report will not include IBSS networks, since it 
is not used in home networks. 

 2.6.4  Quality of Service

The power save mode can decrease the quality of service. When the TIM indicates that the access point has 
buffered a frame, the station must transmit a PS-poll frame to receive it. For each frame a PS-poll need to be  
transmitted. The stations have a limited time interval, the contention window, to gain permission to transmit the 
PS-poll frame. The reason is that only one station (depending on the limitations of the access point) can transmit  
one PS-poll frame each contention window interval. If the station fails to gain permission it must stay awake  
until the next beacon period and try again. If the station fails for a whole listen interval the access point discard 
the buffered frame and the Quality of Service (QoS) is decreased. [11]

 2.6.5  Wi-Fi Multimedia Power Save

The IEEE 802.11e standard includes a quality of service extension of the MAC layer and an optional improved 
power save extension [13]. The new power save algorithm is called  Automatic Power Save Delivery (APSD) 
[13]. The Wi-Fi Alliance implemented it based on a draft of the 802.11e standard and the certification is called  
Wi-Fi Multimedia (WMM) CERTIFICATION. The name multimedia indicates for what type of applications the  
new standard is developed and best suited for. The original 802.11 power save standard was developed for web 
based data traffic and not audio, video or voice over IP like the WMM. [1] 

With the standard an improved distributed coordination function called Enhanced Distributed Channel Access  
(EDCA) was introduced.  The EDCA improves the quality of service by divide the traffic  into four access  
categories, voice, video, best effort and background. [14]

With the WMM power save the station can decide when to wake up and demand the buffered frames from the 
access point by transmitting a trigger frame. This means that the station does not need to adapt the wake ups to  
the beacon period and listen to TIM. Another improvement is the elimination of the PS-poll frames, instead all  
data are transmitted during a so called EDCA Transmit Opportunity burst. During this burst each frame only 
need to be acknowledge and then the next frame is transmitted, this allows the station to receive more frames 
within a shorter period of time. The more data bit indicated when the last frames was transmitted and the station 
can  immediately  after  sending  the  acknowledge  frame  go  back  to  sleep.  Figure  12 shows a  transmission 
sequence between an access point and a station in WMM power save. [1] 

An important feature of the WMM power save is that different type of data is distinguished from each other and  
have different priority. This increases the QoS performance. There are four different types of access categories, 
voice, video, best effort and background, voice has the highest priority and background the lowest. [1] 

In the article [13] the 802.11 standard power save mode and the unscheduled APSD power save are compared 
regarding  to  QoS  and  power  consumption.  An  implementation  with  these  two  methods  combined  is  also 
included in the evaluation. The APSD power save shows a significant better result of the QoS while the actual 
power savings is not as obvious, but is strongly depend on the number of stations operating in the network. [13]
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 2.6.6  Summary of 802.11 Power Save

The 802.11 standard provide a power management method for infrastructure networks. The power management  
includes two modes of the station  sleep and  active. When the station is in the sleep mode the transceiver is 
powered down. In this state the power consumption is reduced significantly. 

When the station is in the sleep mode the access points will buffer the traffic for the station. With periodical  
wake ups the station receives a beacon frame. In the beacon frame the TIM is either set if the station has traffic  
waiting else it is cleared. If the TIM is set the station transmits a PS-poll frame to the access point as long as  
there still is traffic buffered. One PS-poll frame for each buffered frame. When the procedure is finished the 
station goes back to sleep. 

The handling of multicast and broadcast data is different. The station can either choose to listen for multicast  
and  broadcast  data  or  not.  The  DTIM  indicates  if  there  are  data  to  receive.  The  power  management  in  
independent BSS networks is also different.  In an independent network there are no access points that can 
buffer frames, but the stations can buffer frames for each other. To inform the other stations that have buffered 
frames an ATIM is transmitted. This is not included in this master thesis. 

In the 802.11e standard a new power management algorithm was introduced. It is the Wi-Fi multimedia power  
save. This method was not included in this master thesis either. The reason is that the HDG104 WLAN SiP  
module does not support it. 
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Figure  12.  The  WMM Power  save  sequence.  The  PS-poll  frames  are  no  longer  
needed and more data frames can be transmitted within a shorter time. The figure is  
based on a figure from [1]
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 3 WLAN Power Save Methods

There are several published articles about the subject power management and the 802.11 standard. Below four  
relevant articles  are summarized and later evaluated regarding to this master  thesis.  All  articles  bring up  
relevant facts but not all solutions, algorithms or protocols are within the frames of this master thesis and the  
task.

 3.1 Timer-based Power Save Management

How to configure and use the power save functionality included in the 802.11 IEEE standard is application 
dependent. As previously mention in this report there is not much literature concerning this subject.  In the  
article  Efficient Power Management for Infrastructure IEEE 802.11 WLANs [8] written by  Y. Zhu & V.C.M. 
Leung a Timer-based Power save Management (TPM) mechanism is proposed. 

The TPM method provides a power saving algorithm for the stations and an effective memory buffering method 
for the access point. The basic idea of using the power save mode in the IEEE 802.11 standard is to maximize 
the time in doze mode and minimize the time in the active mode. But while a station is in doze mode the access 
point must buffer the frames transmitted to the sleeping station. How to configure the interval of the doze  
periods and the memory management in the access point is important for an effective power management. [8]

By using stochastic analysis the authors model the power management algorithm and present statistics. The four 
states transmit,  receive,  idle and doze are simplified to only three states where transmit and receive forms the 
state active. The algorithm running on the stations is based on timers, one idle timer and one doze timer. The  
two timers are the only parameters that need to be tuned on the station, but several parameters of the system 
need to be known to be able to tune those. The frame arrival rate and the frame transmission rate must be known 
as well as the power consumption of the station in the three different states. [8]

The modeling of the TPM gave for the station the following values; the probability of the idle state, the active  
state and the average power consumption. Also the average delay per frame and the average number of frames  
to be transmitted by the station and the access point and the total number of frames buffered by the access point  
when the station is sleeping, is presented in the article. The probability functions depend on the frame arrival 
and transmission rate. [8]

The conclusions of the numerical evaluation leads to that there is a trade-off between the power consumption of  
the station, the buffered frames in the access point, the average delay and the average number of frames waiting  
to be transmitted from the access point. [8]

 3.2 Power Saving Mode - throttling

Power Saving Mode (PSM)-throttling is a power save protocol adapted for bulk data communication systems. 
The idea of the method is to use the bandwidth throttling on the server side to minimize the energy consumption 
on the client side. This method is proposed by Tan E., Guo L., Chen S. and Zhang X. in [9].

The PSM-throttling suits best for applications that stream a lot of data by streaming, pseudo streaming and  
downloading. All are methods where a lot of data need to be transmitted with a strict requirement of the quality  
of service. Examples of such services are video and audio streaming. [9]

The basic idea is to adapt the sleeping periods to the bandwidth throttling periods on the server side to decrease 
the transmission delay that can occur. Bandwidth throttling is used by servers to avoid overloading when a large 
number of clients request their services. This makes the bandwidth constrains depend on the server side and not 
the client. I.e. the effective data transmission rate is lower than the available bandwidth. The authors describe 
the protocol in three steps. The first step is to detect the bandwidth throttling, second is to the forming of the  
periodic transmissions and the last step discusses the adaption to the reality when retransmissions and delays in  
packet receiving make it difficult. Details of the protocol are found in the article [9].
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The PSM-throttling protocol is active in the transmission layer on the client side and is therefore application-
independent. The evaluation of the method shows good results in decreasing the energy consumption but still a 
very good throughput, near as good as without PSM-throttling depending on the streaming, pseudo streaming or 
downloading. The lab evaluations show energy savings up to 75 %. [9]

 3.3 Scheduled PSM

Network  background  traffic  affects  the  power  consumption  significant  of  mobile  stations.  In  the  article  
Scheduled PSM for Minimizing Energy in Wireless LANs [10] the authors purpose a scheduled power saving 
mode protocol to decrease the impact of the background traffic.  

There are three main arguments why the existing power saving mode of the 802.11 standards does not handle 
background traffic in a good way with aspect to power consumption. The first is that the station needs to send a  
PS-poll frame to receive each buffered frame, the PS-poll routine can be interrupted and thus increases the time 
before the station can return to sleep mode.  The second factor is,  when a station has woken up and been  
informed that it has buffered data to receive, there is no way to know how many frames that is buffered. This  
makes it impossible for the station to predict how long it has to be active. The third argument is that there is no 
difference between a multicast and a broadcast frame in the DTIM. This means that the station needs to be  
active waiting for these frames even if it is not included in a multicast group. [10]

To solve the problems above a protocol called scheduled PSM is proposed where the access point plays the  
center and the coordinator in the scheduling. The protocol is based on time slicing and uninterrupted frame 
delivery procedure by redesign the TIM structure. The beacon interval is derived into equal time slices and  
several slices are assigned to each station. It is performed by the access point. The multicast and broadcast bit is 
only used for broadcast and the multicast is handled as unicast. Every multicast group is assigned a unique ID,  
and each station maintains a list with all multicast ID's that it is included in and its own AID. In this way the 
station do not need to be awake longer than the time needed to receive the buffered frames, the station does not  
need to consume power on receiving multicast frames not intended for it and the idle time is minimized. [10]

 3.4 Power Conservation Scheme

In the article An Effective Power Conservation Scheme for IEEE 802.11 Wireless Networks the authors focus on 
the QoS problems that the legacy power save mode of the 802.11 standard raises. These problems occur when 
more than one station is included in the network,  and the problems increases with the number of  stations 
connected. 

Every listen interval the station receives a beacon frame. If the TIM for that station is set, the station transmits a  
PS-poll frame. But if there are several stations awake at this point and all have frames buffered, they will  
compete of who may transmit the PS-poll frame due to the limitations of the access point. The stations will  
compete in a time period called contention window, and how many stations that are allowed to transmit PS-poll 
frames depends on the access point. [11]

If the station cannot transmit a PS-poll during the contention window, it tries again the next beacon interval and 
keep trying until it success or the listen interval has passed and then the buffered frame is discarded. If the 
station never gets to transmit the PS-poll and the buffered frame is discarded, it will affect the quality of service.  
[11]

In the article [11] a power conservation scheme is purposed to resolve this problems. The evaluation shows that  
it is effective in terms of power consumption without affecting the quality of service. [11]

 3.5 Conclusions of Power Save Methods

The PSM-throttling method uses the limitations in the bandwidths on the server side to adapt the sleeping  
periods of the client.  The method works well  according to the authors and specially suits applications that  
stream a lot of data. In these applications the standard power save mode and the desire to put the device to sleep  
as much as possible is not suitable. The short interval of wake ups and sleep periods combined with a lot of data 
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contributes to large transmission delays and reduce the throughput [9].

The  PSM-throttling  protocol  was  implemented  and  evaluated  on  a  laptop  [9].  The  authors  claim that  the 
overhead is small [9], but is it small enough to implement it in an embedded system with memory constrains?  
And is it possible to apply it to the HDG104 WLAN SiP module in terms of support for the parameters needed  
is another question? This type of data streaming is not the most common or relevant case for smart home sensor 
devices. 

When  a  network  with  mobile  stations  includes  a  lot  of  background  traffic  the  battery  lifetime  could  be 
significantly shortened [10]. The Scheduled PSM protocol is purposed as a solution to decrease the impact of  
the background traffic  and the article [10] includes many interesting facts and disadvantages of  the power 
saving mode in the 802.11 standard [10]. It points on a problem that occurs in networks with several stations 
and is definitely relevant for this master thesis. However, the solution to the problem is to redesign the 802.11 
standard and add a scheduling algorithm to the access point and it is far beyond the frames of this master thesis  
to implement.

When there are multiple stations in power save mode acting in a network the quality of service and the power  
consumption can be negatively affected.  Depending on the access  points  limitations only one or  a  limited 
number of PS-poll frames can be transmitted during a contention window. If a station fails it continues to stay 
awake and keep trying to transmit PS-poll frames the next beacon period until one listen interval has passed and 
the  buffered  frame  is  discarded.  In  that  case  both  the  power  consumption  and  the  quality  of  service  are  
negatively affected. [11] 

The Power Conservation Scheme [11] is a scheduling algorithm that decreases the number of stations awake at 
the same time to decrease the contention. But because this scheme is implemented on the access point and not  
the stations it is not a solution to the task within this master thesis.

The timer-based power management algorithm [8] does not redesign the standard and the problem brought up in 
the article is partly the same as in this master thesis. The memory of the access point is not included in this  
report, but the power consumption of the station is. The evaluation and the conclusions of the algorithm does 
however indicate that the algorithm is more effective in saving memory space on the access point than decrease  
the power consumption of the station, but the numerical results does show some power-savings. The method  
includes a simplification of the states of the stations. The receive and transmit states are merged together to one 
state called active. For the hardware used in this project the power consumption while transmitting frames are  
up to three times larger than receiving frames. This difference could make a significant difference. 
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 4 Network Configuration and Power Management

In an infrastructure BSS network the access point is the center, all frames are transmitted to or via the access  
point even those sent from one station to another station. There are a number of parameters in a network that  
can be configured and the behavior of the network can be tuned. 

 4.1 Access Point

There are mainly two different types of access points, low-priced for home environments and enterprise access 
points. The differences between the two types except the price are that the enterprise access point has more 
manageable  features  and  higher  reliability  and  security.  Low-priced  access  points  often  use  a  lightweight 
operating system which could lead to compromises in features and configuration options. The user can often 
configure the access point via a web based interface and sometimes a command line interface is available as 
well. [3]

The access point includes several settings, but there are also parameters in the station that can be changed. What  
possibilities that exist in a particular access point or station is dependent on what the manufacture has added  
support for. Common brands of access points are Linksys from Cisco, Netgear and D-link. All offers web based 
configuration interfaces with basic support for, for example basic security configurations and basic wireless 
settings like beacon interval and channel. Table 1 shows a list of some of the parameters that can be configured 
in an access point.

Table 1. A selection of interesting parameters that generally can be configured on the access point.

AP Parameter Description

Beacon Interval A time interval  that  specifies  how often beacons should be transmitted.  The interval  is 
within  an  interval  between  1  and  65  535  milliseconds.  The  default  value  is  100 
milliseconds.

By decreasing the interval  network  information is  transmitted  more  frequently and can 
increase the mobility and also improve the reliability of passive scanning. Increasing the 
beacon interval indirectly increase the power consumption of the stations by forcing them to 
wake up more often.  Increasing the beacon interval  can also affect  the throughput in a 
negative way since more beacon frames occupy the wireless medium to transmit beacons 
instead of other frames. [3] 

DTIM interval DTIM Interval specifies the number of beacons that should pass between the transmissions 
of  a  DTIM.  The  DTIM is  a  countdown timer  that  indicated  that  the  access  point  has  
buffered multicast or broadcast messages for stations in power save mode. The value is 
between 1 and 255 beacons.  

If the DTIM interval is increased the power consumption of the stations is directly affected 
because the stations do not have to wake up as frequently. But before changing the interval 
one must make sure that all stations can handle the increased delay that it can cause. [3]

RTS Threshold Ready to Send and Clear to Send is used to avoid collisions. This value is between 0-2347  
bytes and the default is 2 347 bytes. It is not recommended to adjust the value, but if the  
retransmissions rate is high the value could be decreased. [3]

Fragmentation 
Threshold

Fragmentation of the frames aims to slice longer frames into several smaller frames. By 
increasing  the  value  the  throughput  could  be  increased  if  there  are  a  big  amount  of  
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retransmissions.  But  to  increase the  threshold to  much the overhead of  the  frames can 
worsen the throughput instead. [3]

The fragmentation threshold is a value between 256-2346 bytes.

Retry Limit The retry limit  specifies how many times a frame shall  be retransmitted if  it  fails.  The 
default values for short frames are four, and for longer frames it is seven. [3]

Transmission 
Rate

The transmission rate can be configured with specific values between 1 and 54 Mbps, or 
auto. 

 4.2 Station - HDG104 WLAN SiP Module

The HDG104 WLAN SiP module supports the IEEE 802.11 standard power save mode. The power save can be 
utilized by different parameters that configures the listen interval, PS-poll frames enabled or disabled, receive 
DTIM or not, a traffic timeout used if PS-poll frames is not used and a power save delay before connecting to a  
network. In Table 2 all power save parameters are presented and described. [30]

The listen interval decides how often the station should wake up and receive the TIM which is included in the  
beacon frame. If there are buffered frames the station will receive it here (More details about the listen interval 
in chapter Power Save above). When the station wakes up and want to receive the frames there are two different 
approaches to inform the access point. The first is to use PS-poll frames, one PS-poll frame is transmitted to the  
access  point  to  get  one  buffered  frame  delivered  when  the  station  has  received  the  frame  it  transmit  an 
acknowledgment.  The  second  method  is  to  end  the  power  save  mode  and  inform  the  access  point  by 
transmitting a null frame with the power mode bit set to zero. Now the access point knows that the station is  
active and will stop buffer frames and transmit all frames to the station. [30]

There are advantages and disadvantages with receiving buffered frames by both methods mentioned above. The 
PS-poll method requires that one PS-poll frame is transmitted for each buffered frame [3]. This will generate a 
lot of extra frames if there is heavy down link traffic. If PS-poll frames are not used this is avoided but instead  
one null frame need to be transmitted to notify the access point that the station is active, and one null frame to 
inform that the station is going back to sleep. If PS-poll frames are not used, the station do not know when to go  
back to sleep. The station therefore need to monitor the traffic before it  goes back to sleep and wait for a 
specified period of time with no incoming or outgoing traffic. It is possible to configure that timeout. When PS-
poll is used the more data bit is set to 0 in the frame when there is no more frames in the buffer and the station 
can directly go back to sleep. [30]

For multicast and broadcast frames there is a special TIM called DTIM, described earlier. There are two modes 
for these messages, either the station receives them or do not receive them. The DTIM period is configured in  
the access point, if it is a shorter period than the listen interval the station will wake up according to the DTIM,  
else according to the listen interval. [30]

The power save delay is a delay in milliseconds that the station will delay before entering the power save mode 
when connecting to the access point. The delay is needed to prevent the station from entering power save mode  
before the connection to the access point is completed and the station has received an IP address. If the station is  
configured to not wake up for multitask and broadcast the association will fail if the delay is too short, because 
parts of the association is managed through broadcast frames. [30]

The power save modes described above with wake ups every listen interval is only used for receiving of data.  
Transmitting data is performed whenever the station has packages in a package queue.
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Table 2. Power save configuration parameters for the HDG104 WWLAN SiP module. [30]

PS parameter Description

Listen Interval The time interval that the device will wake up and listen to TIM. The value is given in  
number of beacon intervals. The listen interval is conveyed to the access point during the 
association. If the listen interval is changed the new value will take effect after the next  
association. 

PS poll Enable or disable the PS-poll frames. If disabled the station exits the power save mode 
by transmitting a null-frame with the PS bit cleared, and when entering power save mode 
one null-frame with the PS bit set is transmitted. This is performed every listen interval 
when there are frames buffered.

Receive all DTIM Enable or disable of receiving of  all  DTIM. The DTIM interval  is  configured in the 
access point and broadcast to the stations in beacon frames.

Traffic timeout If PS-poll is disabled the traffic timeout is the delay that the station will wait monitor the 
traffic before it goes back to sleep again (transmit a null-frame with PS bit set). During 
the traffic delay no traffic should be detected, otherwise the station stays awake.

Power save delay If the power save mode is enabled before connecting to a network, the power save delay 
is  a  time  delay  before  entering  power  save  mode  to  avoid  interruption  during  the 
association. 

 4.3 Hardware

This section describes the hardware used in the project. The focus is on power management. H&D Wireless  
provides  development  kits  with  microprocessor  and  WLAN  module  built-in.  The  circuit  board  used  was 
SPB800 provided with the 32-bit AVR AT32UC3B1256 and the HDG104 WLAN SiP module. This kit was used 
for the implementation and empirical tests of the sensor application. Figure 13 shows the SPB800 module used 
in the implementation and most of the empirical tests. One other board used was SPB105 from H&D Wireless.  
This board was used together with Atmel  EVK1105. 

 4.3.1  Sensor
A simple thermistor was used as temperature sensor in the implementation. It was built-in on the SPB800 kit  
and easy to use. The value was read on an ADC pin and a look up table was used to convert the value to a 
temperature.
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Figure  13. The SPB800 module from H&D Wireless. It  includes the HDG104  
WLAN SiP module and a microprocessor from Atmel.  The measurements are  
22x34 mm.



 4.3.2  Microprocessor

H&D Wireless is an official Wi-Fi partner of Atmel and the drivers for their WLAN module is supported for 
Atmel AVR and ARM processors. The AVR 32-bit microprocessor is according to Atmel a high performance 
processor with low power consumption. 

 4.3.2.1 Power Management

The MCU is provided with a power manager and six different sleep modes to control and decrease the power 
consumption. This feature is not used in the products of H&D Wireless today and was tested and evaluated for  
the implementation in this master thesis. 

The six different states are  idle,  frozen,  standby,  stop,  deep stop  and  static,  the sleep modes allows different 
parts of the microprocessor to be shutdown. The static state is  the deepest  sleep mode and is expected to 
consume  minimum power,  Table  4 shows  typical  values  from  the  data  sheet  [15].  The  numerical  values 
provided in the data sheet of the MCU is between 18.5 mA in the active mode with the CPU running on 60  
MHz, and in the first sleep mode the current is decreased to 7.3 mA for the same conditions. For the deepest  
sleep mode the numbers are only 8.9 µA. For each state, different clocks are disabled and each sleep mode has 
specific wake up triggers. [15] 

The numerical numbers in the data sheet of the microprocessor power consumption is only for the core, the 
peripheral interfaces consume additional power. [15]

Depending on how deep the sleep state is the wake up process takes a different amount of time, naturally for the  
deeper sleeps the wake up time is longer. Table 3 shows an overview of all sleep modes. The idle sleep mode 
only stops the CPU and all interrupts will exit the sleep mode. The frozen state stops both the CPU and the  
High Speed  Bus  (HSB).  For  the  next  mode,  standby,  the  synchronous  clocks for  the  peripheral  buses  are 
stopped, so before entering this mode the modules connected and active on those buses must first be disabled.  
The stop sleep mode disables the oscillators and the PLLs which makes the wake up time longer. In the deep 
stop the bandgap voltage and Brown-Out Detector (BOD) is disabled, which provide monitoring of the power 
consumption. The last sleep mode, static, shut down everything previously mentioned plus the 32 kHz oscillator  
and RC oscillator, which constrains the wake up source to only external interrupts in asynchronous mode. [15]

Table 3. Description of which clocks that are stopped in the different sleep modes and how the MCU can  
wake up. For the three deepest sleep modes external reset pin could also wake up the MCU. [15] 

Sleep 
Mode CPU HSB PB

Osc0,1,  
PLL0,1 Osc32 RCosc

BOD & 
BANDgap

Voltage 
Regulator wake up

Idle Run Run Run Run Run On Full Any interrupt

Frozen Run Run On Full Interrupt from PB 
modules

Standby Run Run On Full RTC, external interrupt

Stop Run Run On Low RTC, external interrupt

Deep Stop Run Run Off Low RTC, external interrupt 

Static Off Low Asynchronous external 
interrupt
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Table 4. Typical Current consumption of the MCU at 60 MHz according to the data sheet of the MCU [15].  
The current of the peripheral modules are not included. More details about configuration could be found in  

the data sheet. 

Sleep State Current  
(typical)  

Active 18.5 mA
Idle 7.3 mA
Frozen 3.6 mA
Standby 2.7 mA
Stop 37.8 μA
DeepStop 24.9 μA
Static 13.9 μA

 4.3.3  WLAN Module

The predetermined WLAN module for this master thesis was the HDG104 WLAN SiP module from H&D 
Wireless, Figure 14 shows a picture of it. One of the main purpose was to analyze the power save of the module 
and optimize the use of it in a smart home sensor device, which motivates the choice of WLAN hardware. 

 4.3.3.1 Power Management

The HDG104 WLAN SiP module could as described earlier be put in a power save mode. The module could 
also be put in two different shutdown modes, software shutdown and hardware shutdown.  Table 5 shows the 
typical power consumption of the HDG104 module in the different modes.  The wake up time for the two  
shutdown modes are significant longer than for the power save mode, because the WLAN firmware must be  
loaded and it takes ~100 milliseconds. [29]

Table 5. The typical current consumption of the HDG104 WLAN SiP module in different stated. 

WLAN state Current  
(typical)    

Active, Rx 60 mA
Active, Tx 15 mA
power save 140 μA
Software shutdown 90 μA
Hardware shutdown 15 μA
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Figure  14.  The  HDG104  WLAN  SiP  module.  The  
measurement of the module is 7 x 8 mm. [18]



 5 Smart Home Applications

The meaning of the system is often quite fuzzy and in this report it involves at least one station and an access 
point. The access point and its possibilities and limitation are discussed in chapter  4 Network Configuration and
Power Management as well as the station. But previous chapters have only focused on the WLAN level. Above 
the WLAN there are other levels and protocols operating. On the top the application level is active and it is 
those applications that are discussed in this chapter.

In  this  report  the  station  will  include  at  least  one  sensor,  a  microprocessor  and  a  WLAN  module.  The 
application running on the device varies depending on the requirements and the differences and variations in the  
applications will be discussed in this chapter. 

A sensor device will perform some kind of data collection by reading values from the sensor or sensors. The 
measured value(s) will then be reported to a receiver via WLAN. Depending on what the task of this device is  
the interval of collecting and reporting the data could vary. In some cases the station do not only has to transmit  
data at a predefined interval but also be contactable for requests. 

Depending on the requirements of the application, different configurations of the power save mode on both the 
WLAN and the microprocessor should be performed. In many cases the power savings is at the expense of the  
throughput, which also needs to be considered. The importance of a long life time versus high throughput must 
be evaluated.

The applications could be divided into two main categories of stations. The first always need to listen to traffic  
and it must always be possible to contact it. The second is in charge over the communication and decides by  
itself when it should be connected. Within these two categories there could be several variations. Let's use an  
example with a temperature sensor. Depending on the aim on the sensor the measure interval will vary. If the 
sensor measures the outside temperature in a home environment thermometer the measurement may not be as 
frequent as for a sensor that measures something that changes a lot faster than temperature. The measured value  
shall also be presented in some way and perhaps in one application only the current value is relevant and should 
be reported if someone asks for it. In another application the temperature should perhaps be logged during a  
long period of time and require a specific interval. 

The two main cases could further be divided into subcategories. Depending on if the measurement and report  
interval is a constant or a variable value, there are two distinguished cases. If the intervals are changing over  
time the utilization of the WLAN parameters should perhaps be configured dynamically, or otherwise static. 

As mention earlier the transceiver is often the most power consuming component in a battery powered device.  
But it does not exclude power optimization of the reset of the device. In the end it is the power consumption of  
the entire device that matters and the goal is to optimize the entire sensor device. With this said the usage of the  
power save functionality of the microprocessor must also be considered. The optimization was performed on 
application level and only in software.

 5.1 Smart Homes

The focus is on sensor devices in a smart home where the meaning of a smart home usually focus on comfort, 
leisure or health care of elderly. Areas that are included in the smart home and remote management are energy  
monitoring and management, water, lightning, doors and windows monitoring, air conditions and ventilation,  
among other areas. In the area elderly and health care, alarm systems is a major area. [12]

The  smart  home  includes  electrical  devices  consisting  of  one  or  more  sensors,  actuators  and  network 
communication. Sometimes a smart home also includes a remote server to collect data [12]. There exist several 
different types of communication systems in smart homes environments, both wired and wireless interfaces.  
Bluetooth, IR, USB and WLAN are only a few examples [12]. There are organizations on the market that try to 
facilitate for the users by developing standards and certifications within the area. Zigbee Smart Energy 2.0 and 
Digital  Living  Network  Alliance  are  two examples  of  these  kinds'  of  organizations.  The  goal  is  to  make 
products from different vendors interoperable.  
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The smart home market includes many different types of products and companies. Resellers of several different 
brands of smart home products are one example. Companies that sell the service of design and install smart  
home solutions but not the products is another example. And there are companies that manufacture the smart 
home products  of  course,  products  like  media  player,  temperature  sensor  systems  and  web  cameras.  The 
communication system used in these devices is widespread.

 5.1.1  ZigBee Smart Energy 2.0

The ZigBee Smart Energy 2.0 is an energy management protocol with focus on interoperability for products  
controlling and monitoring energy and water in the smart-grid homes [21], [17]. The ZigBee Alliance and Wi-Fi 
Alliance announced collaboration in May 2010 and the aims is that the ZigBee Smart Energy 2.0 standard could  
operate  over  Wi-Fi  in  the  future  [17].  The collaboration  will  increase  the  choices  of  products  for  energy 
management for the customer [17].

 5.1.2  Digital Living Network Alliance

The  Digital Living Network Alliance  (DLNA) provide design guidelines with the goal that in a digital living 
computers, mobile devices and consumer electronics will  work together in a seamless way. Unlike ZigBee 
Smart Energy 2.0 protocol the focus is not on energy management but smooth interaction. For example, you  
have downloaded a movie to your computer but would like to play it on your television, if your store it on a  
DLNA Certified network attached storage you can simply just use the remote control of the television to start it.  
But the television also needs to be DLNA Certified. [20]

There are over 5000 DLNA Certified products out on the market today and the organization has around 250  
company members.  To  get  products  certified  they  must  go  through  a  certification  program and there  are 
different certification classes like digital media server and digital media player among others. [20]
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 6 Summary of Pre-study

The  WLAN  standard  includes  two  different  network  types  infrastructure  and  independent  BSS,  but  only 
infrastructure BSS networks are studied in this master thesis. The most interesting part of the standard regarding 
to this report is the power save chapter and specially the detailed description of the power save mode which is 
the one studied here. The WMM is not included because it is not implemented in the WLAN module used. 

There are several articles written about WLAN and the power save functionality,  about the original  power 
management and the WMM. The articles summarized above bring up several interesting factors that affect the  
power consumption of mobile stations in an infrastructure BSS network, but several of the solutions are far  
beyond the frames the this master thesis or neither the solution to the actual task. The goal was to optimize the 
parameters and implement a strategy on application-specific level and not change the 802.11 standard or the  
transport layer.

The possibilities and limitations of the access point and the stations were clarified. For the station the WLAN 
module HDG104 WLAN SiP power management was closer studied and evaluated, which later served as the  
basis of the power consumption and performance tests. 
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 7 Implementation

This chapter includes information about the microprocessor and the power management of the microprocessor.  
It also include the optimization of the microprocessor and description of the implemented application. 

 7.1 Power Consumption of the Microprocessor

In many systems the communication is the most power consuming part of the devices  [3], but that does not 
exclude optimization of the rest of the components. The microprocessor and its application is also an essential  
part that needs to be optimized in terms of power consumption.

The  AVR32 microprocessor  has  dynamic  power  management  which  includes  six  different  sleep  modes  as 
described in chapter 4.3 Hardware. Depending on the sleep mode different clock domains will shutdown. The 
wake up triggers also depends on the sleep modes. The goal was to reduce the power consumption as much as 
possible but still with an acceptable performance of the WLAN. When the WLAN module operates its sleep 
mode it utilize an external 32 kHz clock, this signal is provided by the microprocessor. In the deepest sleep  
mode of the MCU, static, this clock is not running which prevents the WLAN from operating. These limitations 
make the static sleep mode impossible to use because of the elimination of the only wake up source. In other 
applications where the device do not always need to be connected to a WLAN and there are other external 
interrupt available this state could be used. 

The  only  trigger  that  can  wake  up  the  microprocessor  in  all  the  sleep  modes  are  asynchronous  external 
interrupts.  Therefore the WLAN module is connected to the MCU via an external interrupt pin.  When the  
WLAN module receives data it generates an external interrupt to the MCU. This makes it possible to put the  
microprocessor in sleep until no data is received.  Figure 15 shows the interface between the MCU and the 
WLAN. The communication is via Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) and shutdown and power enable pin is used 
for turning on and off the WLAN module.

 7.1.1  Real Time Counter

Another wake up method that works for all states, except for static, is Real Time Counter (RTC) interrupts. The 
RTC was already used as counter for timers needed in the by the WLAN and TCP/IP stack. These timers should 
be update as often as possible and when a timer has expired the corresponding callback function is called. At 
every RTC interrupt the timers are updated. If the MCU is sleeping these interrupts will also generate a wake 
up, which makes the RTC interrupt interval important to consider.

The RTC could be clocked from either the 32 kHz oscillator or the RC oscillator, the later is used. The interval 
for the RTC interrupt was initially only 4 ms. To minimize the power consumption the interrupt interval should 
be increased. By increasing that interval the interval of timer updates will be increased as well. All timers  
needed to be considered in order to not decrease the performance. The timers used are shown in Table 6, the two 
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Figure 15. Illustration of the interface between the MCU and the WLAN. Communication via SPI,  
one external interrupt request (IRQ) pin. The shutdown and power enable is used for power on and  
off the WLAN module.
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Wi-Fi timers has the shortest interval. The Wi-Fi receive interval is zero milliseconds, i.e. the callback function 
should be called as often as possible. The TCP timer is used for example timeouts for retransmissions in the  
protocol [25]. The question was what the maximum interval could be. 

The Wi-Fi receive timer is used for polling the receive buffer from the WLAN. The other Wi-Fi timer is defined  
at an interval of 100 ms, and is used for triggering periodic timers in the WLAN API. This timer should as well  
as the first timer be called as often as possible if precise timing is required of WLAN authentications. The other 
timers are used for higher level protocols and are as well as the Wi-Fi timers only used when the WLAN is 
active. The conclusion is that the timers only have to be updated when the device is receiving or transmitting  
data. The requirements of updating the timers are still present when the WLAN is in active mode, but the initial  
period of 4 milliseconds could be increased. 

When the interval is increased with maximum 100 ms it means in particular two things. The first, the MCU will 
not wake up as frequent and will thereby be able to save power. The second, the received messages will not be  
handled as often and could delay transmissions and decrease the performance. The timers with intervals over  
100 ms are not affected.

When the MCU is in deep sleep it will be awaken when data is received, the timers will immediately be updated 
and thereby the callback functions called. This means that the response time of the frames will not be reduced.  
The impact of this time delay should be put in relation to the delay caused by the parameters of the WLAN, for  
example the listen interval,  which often is several  times larger  and has  much more distinct  impact on the 
performance. This is shown in chapter  8 Power Consumption and Performance Tests.

Table 6. The timers and the expire interval used by the WLAN API and other protocols.

Timer Interval [ms]

TCP 2 500
IP 1 000
Etharp 5 000
DHCP, fine 500
DHCP, coarse 60 000
DNS 1 000
Wi-Fi, receive 0
Wi-Fi (2) 100

 7.1.2  Programming Model

The WLAN API, wl API, provided by H&D Wireless AB is the programming interface for the WLAN module. 
It is independent of operating systems and that is why the API is based on a polling interface. Figure 16 show an 
overview of the software architecture with the hardware at the bottom. The communication with the WLAN 
module is  via  SPI.  The next  layer  is  the WLAN API  and then the lwIP,  it  is  a  lightweight  TCP/IP stack 
originally developed by Adam Dunkel at the Swedish Institute of Computer Science [25], [26]. The connection 
manager handles services like connect and scan. On the upper layer the application and the toolkit is positioned.  
The toolkit includes reusable components and works as a framework for applications. It includes for example 
timers, UART, and debug components. 
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 7.2 Optimization of the MCU Power Consumption

Before any tests of the how to configure the MCU or the WLAN the basic power consumption had to be  
optimized. The first thing done was to reduce to current consumption as much as possible by eliminating all 
unnecessary functions, like  Light Emitting Diodes  (LED). According to the Atmel  AVR32 UC3 Low power  
software design [16] paper all not connected pins should be configured as inputs and enable the internal pull-up  
resistor for each pin. This reduced the current by approximate 0.4 mA totally of all pins. The starting current  
level of the entire device, SPB800, which includes an Atmel MCU and the HDG104 WLAN SiP module among 
other components, was about 130 mA. It was without any sleep mode of neither the MCU or the WLAN and the  
two green LED's enabled as well. 

A current of 130 mA is obviously not going to work for any battery powered sensor. By default the clocks for 
the  peripheral  modules  like  Universal  Asynchronous  Receiver/Transmitter  (UART)  and  SPI  was  enabled. 
Therefore the modules not used were disabled to decrease the power consumption. If the WLAN module is set 
in sleep mode and without any traffic load the current was reduced to 42 mA, a noticeably reduce. By disable  
the LEDs and put the MCU in the deep stop sleep mode it could be even further reduced. 

All sleep modes are tested and measured on the specific hardware in the chapter 9.2 Test 2 – The MCU Effect
on the Power Consumption. It also includes a test of how different RTC interrupt affects the power consumption 
as well as the performance. 

By decreasing the frequency of the MCU the power consumption could be reduces, however the execution time 
is increased and thereby the time in active mode. The frequency is only interesting when the MCU is in active  
mode, which the goal is to avoid.

 7.2.1  WLAN Module Shutdown

One important part of the optimization of the device was to implement the shutdown and wake up of the WLAN 
module. It was not obvious how to configure the pins connected to the WLAN module when it was shutdown.  
There are two shutdown modes of the WLAN module. One software shutdown and one hardware shutdown. 
The wake up time is about the same but the hardware shutdown consumes less power.  Therefore only the 
hardware shutdown was implemented. 

With the power enable pin the power to the WLAN could be turned off, Figure 15 illustrate the interface. The 
shutdown pin needed to be configured as an output and set low. The SPI needed first to be disabled in the SPI  
register and then the SPI pins was configured as inputs with the internal pull-up resistors enabled. The external  
interrupt also needed to be disabled to prevent the WLAN from waking up the MCU directly at shutdown. The 
wl API also needed to be shutdown to deallocate memory. The wake up of the WLAN module includes enabling 
of the SPI, external interrupt and the wl API.
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Figure 16. An illustration over the software architecture.
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 7.3 Client Application

Only client mode application was implemented for use in the tests. It was implemented in the application layer,  
see Figure 16. It made it possible to configure and measure the power consumption of the entire device and the  
performance  of  the  WLAN.  The  client  application  implemented  is  based  on  one  of  the  application  cases  
discussed in section 5 Smart Home Applications, the case when the station only need to transmit values and not 
stay connected all the time.

 7.3.1  Client Mode

The client mode case was implemented it only connects when the device it self's need to transmit data. Data is 
transmitted to a fixed host address acting as a server. The server could be a stationary node that collets the data  
for different purpose, this part was not included in the master thesis. For the tests a networking utility called  
netcat was used on the PC, netcat can act as server or client using UDP or TCP. [24]

This application has the possibilities to adjust the transmission interval of the sensor values, the power save  
mode of the microprocessor and the WLAN and if the WLAN should be shutdown between the transmission or  
not. This made it possible to test a large range of cases. Details in Appendix B – Application Specification.

To implement the client the lwIP API was used. The LwIP is used in H&D Wireless products and is a part of the 
Atmel framework for the AVR32 bit microprocessors.
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 8 Power Consumption and Performance Tests

The power consumption and the performance is often working against each other, increased performance often  
lead to increased power consumption and vice verse. This chapter aims to present the approaches, tools and  
test cases.

 8.1 Test Setup

It is a lack of literature in the area and it is a fact that no tests with this purpose previously have been performed  
on the particular hardware. This made it important to perform both qualitative and quantitative tests to ensure 
that  the results are repeatable and not a  one-time case.  For the tests that  was executed different tools and 
approaches were used. This chapter describes all the tools and the measuring methods, each particular test 
chapter include a more specific approach description for the specific case.

 8.1.1  Goals of the Empirical Tests

The  two  primary  goals  of  the  empirical  tests  were  to  test  and  evaluate  the  power  consumption  and  the  
performance. Both factors are dependent of several parameters and therefore the test was divided into three 
cases and several sub cases. The three main headings are

• Test 1 – Power Consumption and Performance of the WLAN

• Test 2 – The MCU Effect on the Power Consumption

• Test 3 – The Effects of the Transmission Protocol

The effects of how the WLAN is configured are included in the first chapter, and the second chapter focuses on 
how the configuration of the microprocessor affects the power consumption. The goals could be summarized to  
evaluate how the power consumption and the performance are affected by

• WLAN configurations, essentially the power mode parameters of the WLAN,

• Sleep modes of the MCU,

• wake up of the MCU, which includes the RTC interrupt interval.

As mentioned earlier the applications could be divided into two main application cases, server and client mode.  
Where the server mode is listening for traffic and the client mode only connect and transmit data. These two are 
affected in different ways and affected to varying degrees by the WLAN configurations and the MCU sleep 
modes and wake ups which are discussed at the end of this chapter. 

 8.1.2  Measured Values

Conclusions from earlier work in the WLAN power save field are that the power savings can be at the expense  
of the performance. The performance of the system that is mainly affected is the transmission delay and the 
throughput. The transmission delay is defined as the time it takes for a station to put the signal (in this case a 
packages) on the transmission medium which in this case is  the radio waves [7].  Depending on the traffic 
pattern and the configuration of the power save parameters these values will vary. 

For the empirical tests of the impact of the WLAN configuration traffic load must somehow be emulated and  
the performance must be measured. The package size and time interval between the transmissions was changed 
in small steps to analyze the impact of the different parameters in combination with different traffic.

Figure 17 show an illustration of the test setup and ping transmissions used in all tests. The computer was 
connected to the access point via a TP-cable while the  Device Under Test  (DUT) communicated via WLAN. 
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The figure show that the computer pinged the DUT and how the ping frames are transmitted. When the station  
is in power save mode the transmission between the station and the access point include the power save specific  
frames as well, see chapter 11 2.6 Power Save. 

 8.1.3  Tools and Instruments

To be able to measure the power consumption and the network performance the right tools and instruments are  
required. To generate the traffic and at the same time measure the performance require specific tools,  ping, 
TTCP and iperf are all such tools. To monitor the traffic and also calculate time intervals between packages a 
network analyzer was used. 

 8.1.3.1 Ping

The ping tool uses the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) and transmits echo request to a network host. 
The host is then expected to answer with an echo response. The echo request has an IP and an ICMP header. It 
is possible to specify the size of the packages to transmit and also the interval when to transmit them. The IP 
header is 20 byte long, the ICMP header is 8 byte long and the size is the size of data plus the headers. [23] 

The ping tool presents the statistics of the echo requests and response both the packet loss and the round-trip 
times.  The minimum, average and maximum round-trip delay times is presented in milliseconds. [23] 

The round-trip time is the time it takes for one data package to be received and acknowledge. I.e. the time from  
the echo request is transmitted to the time when the echo response is received. This time delay is interesting to 
measure when experimenting with the power save parameters, generally the delay will increase when using 
power save modes.

The round-trip time includes the transmission delay, propagation delay and queue delays [7]. The transmission 
delay can be affected of the power save mode and it is interesting to analyze how it is affected by the power 
save parameters with different traffic patterns. The propagation delay is the time it takes for the signal to travel a 
specific distance in a specific transmission medium it is not depended on the transmission rate and is often a  
stable value [7].

 8.1.3.2 TTCP

Test TCP (TTCP) is a tool for test of network throughput, which is a measurement of the amount of data that 
can be transmitted within a specific time interval. The result is often presented in bytes per second or bits per 
second. The throughput tests often give a value closer to reality, not the theoretical maximum throughput. The  
TTCP test transmits a bulk of data and measure the time it takes to transmit it. It is possible to configure how  
much data to transmit, as the number of packages and the length of the packages. 

TTCP measure the time for both the transmission and the reception, but this requires software at both ends of 
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Figure 17. Test setup with PC connected to the access point via TP-cable. The figure show the ping  
messages echo request and response transmission.
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the test setup, unlike a ping test only needed on one station. As the name reveals the measurement is performed  
using the TCP protocol, but it is also possible to use UDP. [22] [7]

 8.1.3.3 Network Sniffer – Wireshark

With a network protocol analyzer and a WLAN network card with support for monitoring it  is possible to 
monitor  the  network  traffic  in  the  air.  Wireshark4 is  a  free  network  analyzer  software  running  on  several 
different operating systems. It was used during the tests in this master thesis. Wireshark makes it possible to  
capture live traffic and analyze it offline and it is also possible to add filer to the log to only show relevant  
packages. The log show information like package information, protocol, transmit time, source and destination 
address. 

 8.1.4  Measuring of Power Consumption

The voltage was measured over a 1 ohm resistance according to Figure 18 with an oscilloscope, which was also 
used to save the voltage graphs. From the graphs the voltage, VR, was estimated. The current was measured with 
a multimeter. To calculate the power consumption of the DUT equation (1) was used. 

PDUT=V DUT⋅I=V DD−V R
V R

R (1)

 8.1.4.1 Presentation of Power Consumption

The numerical values presented in four different ways. 

1. When the WLAN is in active mode. When transmitting data the current consumption is increased but  
the time transmitting is often very short. The current is an average values of these states.

2. When the station is in the sleep mode. Figure 19 illustrate the current of a station in power save mode. 
The current in the sleep mode is the minimal value between the periodical wake ups according to the 
listen interval.

3. The current as the average value of the sleep mode current and the periodical wakes up. 

4. The energy consumption for a specific sequence.

4 Wireshark, www.wireshark.org
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Figure 18. Test setup.
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 8.2 Test Cases

The empirical tests aimed to test the configurations of both the WLAN and the microprocessor and how they  
affect the power consumption and the performance. The tests were divided into three categories which then 
were further divided into subcategories. Below follows a presentation of the aim and goal of the tests and the 
approaches used. The result is presented and analyzed in a later chapter, 9  Result and Analysis of Empirical
Tests.

 8.2.1  Test 1 – Power Consumption and Performance of the WLAN

One of the goals of the project was to develop a strategy of how to utilize WLAN parameters in terms of power  
consumption. The basic idea of the 802.11 power save mode is to keep the device in sleep mode as much as  
possible,  but  when the station is in power save mode the transmission delay and the throughput  could be  
affected.  So  when configure  the  parameters  the  performance need  to  be  considered.  The first  part  of  the  
empirical  tests  was  to  investigate  how  all  WLAN  parameters  affect  the  power  consumption  and  the 
performance. 

 8.2.1.1 Test Setup

The tests were performed on an Atmel evaluation kit, EVK1105, and an H&D Wireless evaluation WLAN kit,  
SPB105, which includes the HDG104 WLAN SiP. Figure 20 Is a picture of the hardware and Figure 17 show an 
illustration of the test setup and ping transmissions. The software running on the device was a HTTP-server 
demo by H&D Wireless.  Two signals were monitored with the oscilloscope,  the voltage over one 1 ohms 
resistance and the high frequency clock signal. The current and voltage was measured on the entire WLAN kit.  
The  power  consumption  was  measured  and  calculated  according  to  chapter 8.1.4  Measuring  of  Power
Consumption, where the DUT correspond to the SPB105 kit. The MCU was in active mode during all tests.

Ping and TTCP were used for traffic generation and measurement. All ping tests were repeated thirty times and 
the average value was used.
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Figure 20. Atmel EVK1105 and SPB105. [1.]



 8.2.1.2 Test 1 Cases

The test group was divided into three test cases to evaluate the impact of the different WLAN parameters on 
both the power consumption and the performance. 

• Test 1.1 - PS-poll. Test how the PS-poll enabled or disabled affected the power consumption and the  
performance. 

• Test 1.2 - Listen Interval. Test how the different listen interval affected the power consumption and 
the performance. 

• Test  1.3  -  Traffic  timeout. Test  how the traffic  timeout  affected  the  power consumption and the 
performance.

 8.2.2  Test 2 – The MCU Effect on the Power Consumption

To reduce the power consumption as much as possible on the entire device the microprocessor must also be  
considered. How the different sleep mode of the MCU affects the performance and the power consumption was 
the goal of the second test group. 

 8.2.2.1 Test Setup

The hardware used for this test was the H&D Wireless SPB800 WLAN solution module, which include the 
Atmel microprocessor AT32UC3B1256 and H&D Wireless HDG104 WLAN SiP module. The current and the 
voltage were measured and calculated according to the chapter 8.1.4 Measuring of Power Consumption, where 
the DUT correspond to the SPB800.

The application running on the DUT is a simple application with a serial interface used for configuration of the  
WLAN. Ping was used for traffic generation and measurement. All ping tests were repeated thirty times and the 
average value was used in the graphs.

 8.2.2.2 Test 2 Cases

The MCU Power Consumption tests are divided into the following three test cases:

• Test  2.1  –  Real  Power  Consumption  in  the  different  Execution  Modes. Measure  the  power 
consumption of the device in different execution modes of the MCU.

• Test 2.2 – Real Time Counter Interrupt Interval. Measure the power consumption of the device for 
different wake up intervals. 

• Test 2.3 – WLAN Shutdown and wake up. Measure the power consumption for the WLAN wake up 
and transmit interval.

 8.2.3  Test 3 – The Effects of the Transmission Protocol

This tests aims to  analyze the differences between UDP and TCP.  TCP is a  connection-based and reliable 
transmission protocol with error handling and guarantees for the packages to be delivered. This is possible by 
acknowledging frames and timeouts. These frames are used to establish a connection and to ensure that frames 
are  delivered  which  adds  an  extra  overhead.  UDP however  does  not  include  any  reliability  features  and 
therefore not as large overhead. 

The impact on the power consumption of the two mentioned protocol is interesting to analyze. Sometimes there 
might  not  be  justified  to  use  TCP if  the  power  consumption  is  increased  too  much  while  the  reliability 
requirements are not so high. 
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 8.2.3.1 Test Setup

The hardware setup was the same as for Test 2 – The MCU Effect on the Power Consumption. Wireshark was 
used to verify the package transmissions and match those with the graphical results from the oscilloscope. 

 8.2.3.2 Test 3 Cases

The two cases that were tested were in client mode where the station transmitted one sensor value. The size of  
the data package with the sensor value in the tests was seven bytes.

• Test 3.1 – UDP and TCP in Client Mode, WLAN PS. the WLAN module was in power save mode. 
One test with UDP and one with TCP.

• Test 3.2 – UDP and TCP in Client Mode, WLAN shutdown. The WLAN module was shutdown 
between the transmissions. One test with UDP and one with TCP.
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 9 Result and Analysis of Empirical Tests

In this chapter the results of the empirical tests are presented and analyzed. The test includes both the power  
consumption  and  the  performance  of  the  WLAN  module.  It  also  includes  the  power  consumption  of  the  
microprocessor. 

 9.1 Test 1 – Power Consumption and Performance of the WLAN

The supply voltage of SPB105 is 3.3 Volt, the measured current consumption of the WLAN evaluation kit in  
sleep  mode  is  0.15  mA,  which  gives  the  power  consumption  of  0.5  mW in  the  sleep  mode.  The  power  
consumption in the active state differ between the transmission and receive state, but by far the most time was 
spent in the receive state during the tests. The resulting power consumptions displayed in the graphs below are  
the average value during the sleep and the active time together. The voltage variations were approximated from 
the oscilloscope. 

 9.1.1  Test 1.1 - PS-poll

The power save mode of the 802.11 standard uses the PS-poll frames to receive buffered frames, but it is said to 
be inefficient [10] because one PS-poll frame must be transmitted for every buffered frame. Another alternative  
is to inform the access point that the station is in the active mode by transmitting a null frame when to wake up  
and one  when going back to sleep, all described earlier. But when is it better to use one or the other, and how  
big is the difference between the power consumption and the performance loss? That was the goal with this test. 

For the first test ping was used to generate traffic load and measure the performance. Consistent for all tests is 
that  with  PS-poll  disabled  the  round-trip  time  is  a  few  milliseconds  shorter.  In  percent  the  difference  is 
negligible since it less than 1%. The graph in Figure 21 (a) shows the results of the round-trip time. The power 
consumption shows a more significant difference, with PS-poll enable it is half the value compared to when PS-
poll is disabled, shown by the graph in Figure 21 (b). The numerical values for the average power consumption 
are around 1.5 to 5 mW for the entire SPB105 kit. The reason why the power consumption is larger with PS-poll 
disabled than with it enabled is because of the traffic timeout and monitoring overhead which increases the time  
in the active state. The conclusion is that the ping interval does not show a distinct impact on the performance,  
but could increase the power consumption if the station is forced to stay in active mode longer.
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Figure 21. The result of the performance and power consumption test on the WLAN kit SPB105. The two  
cases  shows  PS-poll  enabled  or  disabled.  The  performance  is  equal  for  both  cases,  the  power  
consumption is lower with PS-poll enabled. 
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During the TTCP test with PS-poll enabled the throughput decreases a lot and the power consumption increases. 
The reason to the increased power consumption is that the transmission time is increased so much and hence the 
time in the active state as well. The reason of the decreased throughput is the TCP. The TTCP transmit a bulk of 
data in a predefined number of predefined sized packages, and TCP uses handshake mechanisms to synchronize 
the communication and acknowledge the frames. Because of that it is obvious that with PS-poll enabled the  
transmission will take a very long time when there is a lot of data. Since the DUT will go directly back to sleep 
when there is no more frames buffered and with TCP there will only be one frame in the buffer, which has to be 
acknowledged before the next frame will be received. The graph in Figure 22 (a) shows the difference for the 
throughput with DUT as the receiver versus the transmitter, and PS-poll enabled and disabled. With PS-poll  
enabled the throughput is below 1 KB/s and is therefore hard to see in the graph. Figure 22 (b) shows the energy 
consumption for the transmission, when the DUT is the receiver.

To load the web page running on the DUT took less than 50 milliseconds with PS-poll disabled, while with PS-
poll enabled it took around 8 seconds to load it. The difference is due to the same reasons as for the TTCP test.

Figure  22. The result of the performance and power consumption test on the WLAN kit SPB105. The two  
cases shows PS-poll enabled or disabled and graph (a) show the throughput, which is very close to zero with  
PS-poll enabled. Graph (b) shows the total energy-consuming for the transmission. 

 9.1.2  Test 1.2 - Listen Interval

The listen interval controls how often the station should wake up and listen for beacons. When the listen interval 
is increased the average transmission delay is also increased because of longer sleep periods.  Longer sleep 
periods should also lead to lower power consumption. The main goal with the empirical tests on the listen  
interval was to evaluate how much the power consumption could be decreased at the expense of how large 
performance reduction.

The  results  from  the  listen  interval  test  case  proves  the  relationship  between  the  listen  interval  and  the  
transmission delay, the average round-trip time (which includes the transmission delay) is increased by 1.5  
second when  the  listen  interval  is  increased  by  30  milliseconds.  The  power  consumption  is  however  not 
decreased when the listen interval is increased. One reason for this could be that the total amount of data that  
should be transmitted is the same independent of the listen interval. Figure 23 Graph (a) shows the round-trip 
time, which includes the transmission delay, and how it changes for different listen intervals. Graph (b) in the  
same figure shows the power consumption for different listen intervals.
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Figure 23. The result of the performance and power consumption tests of the WLAN kit SPB105. Graph (a)  
shows the relationship between the listen interval and the performance in terms of transmission delay. Graph  
(b) shows the power consumption of the WLAN module with different listen intervals.

 9.1.3  Test 1.3 - Traffic timeout

The traffic timeout is used when PS-poll is disabled it is during the time delay that the station stays active and  
monitoring the traffic before it goes back to sleep. 

The tests of the traffic timeout did not show any clear results, only three delays were tested within a small time  
interval, 5 to 20 milliseconds. If there is a reason to have a larger timeout the time in active mode will be  
increased. 
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 9.2 Test 2 – The MCU Effect on the Power Consumption

The results of the second test group is presented and analyzed in this section. The three test cases are described  
more in detail and numerical values are reported in graphs and tables. 

 9.2.1  Test  2.1 – Real  Power Consumption in the different  Execution 
Modes

The goal was to find out what the power consumption of the entire device was for the different sleep modes of  
the MCU and how big the difference was. As earlier mentioned the deepest sleep mode,  static,  could not be 
used and was therefore not included in the test. The numerical results of the current is presented in  Table 7, 
Active  mode is when the MCU is not configured in any sleep mode. The WLAN module is in power save 
without any traffic load. In all tests the values are when the WLAN is in sleep between TIM wake ups, i.e. it is  
not the average current or power but the minimum. The reason is that the average consumption depends on the  
traffic load on the station. The MCU wakes up every 100 millisecond by the RTC interrupt.

Table  7. The power consumption of the SPB800 board in the different execution modes of the MCU. The  
WLAN module is in power save mode without traffic load. It is not the average current that would include  
the wake ups every listen interval, it is the current when the WLAN is in sleep.

MCU  Execution  
Mode

Current  
[mA]

Power 
[mW]

Active 21 76

Idle 8.5 28

Frozen 6.7 22

Standby 3.5 12

Stop 0.8 3

Deep Stop 0.8 3

Static N/A N/A

 9.2.2  Test 2.2 – Real Time Counter Interrupt Interval

How often the MCU is awakened does affect the power consumption. The MCU is awakened by the RTC 
interrupt, and the goal with this test was to evaluate how the power consumption was affected by the RTC  
interrupt interval. The real time counter is needed by the WLAN module and the TCP/IP stack. 

The limitations of the intervals are discussed in chapter 7.1.1 Real Time Counter, the intervals used in the test 
where increased until no further current reduction was achieved. The numerical results are presented in Table 8. 
It was also justified to test and evaluate if the performance was affected by the RTC interrupt interval since  
timer used by the WLAN are updated every interrupt. The performance was measured with ping. 

The result of these tests shows that the current is definitely affected by the wake up interval. The performance 
does neither show significant increases or decreases. The performance test was only performed with ICMP and 
not TCP or UDP which also includes timers that the RTC interrupt affects. The interval of the other timers is 
however longer than 100 milliseconds which according to the result would be the longest interval considered.  
The reduction in  current  is  relatively large  but  put  in  the  perspective  of  other  factors  it  may matter  less.  
However if it should be possible to power the device with batteries every mA counts.
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Table 8. The numerical results of the current and round-trip time for various RTC interrupt intervals. 

RTC 
interval

Current  
[mA]

Round-trip time 
[ms]

6 1.3 1104
13 1.3 1073
25 1.1 1407
50 0.9 1118

100 0.8 1179
1000 0.8 -

 9.2.3  Test 2.3 – WLAN Shutdown and wake up

If the sensor device only should transmit a value once in a while it could be a good idea to turn off the WLAN 
completely. The drawbacks are a considerably increased wake up time and therefore perhaps increased power 
consumption. The goal of the third test was to implement, measure and evaluate the effects of turning off the  
WLAN module completely and how much power that can be saved. It was also a goal to measure the power 
consumption for a transmission of a sensor value when the WLAN module is in power save mode to be able to 
compare the results. 

To compare the transmission time and power consumption in power save mode and for a complete shutdown of  
the WLAN module the transmission sequence was captured with the oscilloscope. Every time the device shall  
transmit a value it need to wake up, initialize the WLAN, connect to a network and then transmit the value,  
disconnect and shutdown. The sequence is shown in Figure 24, it is captured with the oscilloscope.

In Table 9 the numerical results are presented. The WLAN shutdown transmission time includes all the states  
according to  Figure 24,  while  the power save case only includes the transmission.  This will  be the actual 
sequences  every  time  a  value  should  be  transmitted,  and  as  expected  when  the  WLAN is  shutdown  the 
transmission time is considerably longer. The advantages with turning off the WLAN module is that the power  
consumption  between  the  transmitting  is  significantly  lower,  Table  10 show  those  numerical  values.  The 
transmissions are performed via UDP.
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Figure 24. The wake up sequence of the WLAN module. It start with initialization of the WLAN  
module,  followed  by  connecting  to  a  network  and  then  transmission  of  the  sensor  value  
(package size was 7 bytes). The high peeks are transmissions. The  blue line is the Rx-interrupt.  
The measurement is performed on SPB800.



Table  9.  The transmission time and the average power consumption during the transmission. When the  
WLAN is  shutdown  the  transmission  time  includes  the  WLAN initialize,  connection  and  transmission,  
disconnect and shutdown.

STA configuration
Tx Time 

[ms]
Current [mA] Power [mW] Energy [mWs]

WLAN wake up 2500 27 85 213
WLAN Power Save 40 18 59 2.5

Table 10. The average current and power consumption in sleep mode with WLAN module in power save and  
shutdown.

STA configuration Current [mA] Power [mW]

WLAN wake up 0.4 1.3
WLAN Power Save 1.0 3.6

To evaluate when it is more convenient to shutdown the WLAN than to put it in power save mode Figure 25 
shows the power consumption for the two cases. The graphical values are calculated with the numerical values 
from Table 9 and Table 10. For the case when the WLAN is in power save mode the additional wake ups every 
listen interval is added as well. The listen interval used is 20 beacons of 100 milliseconds. It shows that with an  
interval around 155 seconds the power consumption is equal for both cases. Therefore the conclusion could be 
that for transmission intervals longer than 155 seconds it is more power efficient to shutdown the WLAN in  
between. There are however other factors that could affect the power consumption. 

When the WLAN is shutdown the current consumption would increase if the connection would take longer 
time.  The connecting time could be affected by environment conditions.  In the power save case the listen 
interval affects the power consumption. Because the station stay connected between transmission incoming 
traffic will affect the power consumption as well. For example if someone starts to ping the station the wake up 
time will increase when the station needs to both receive and answer to the ping.
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Figure  25.  The  average  power  consumption  with  different  transmission  intervals.  For  WLAN  
shutdown and WLAN in power save mode between the transmissions. The measurement on SPB800  
is the values used in the calculations.
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 9.2.3.1 The Listen Intervals effects on the Current consumption

The listen interval must be take into account when calculating the average power consumption.  One average 
wake up with TIM cleared, i.e. no data to receive is shown in Figure 26. One sequence like this is added every 
listen interval to get the average power consumption. Without any data transmissions, the listen interval set to  
20 beacons and the beacon period is 100 ms the average current is close to 1 mA in Figure 25. Figure 27 Shows 
the impact of the listen interval on the average current consumption without any traffic load. 
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Figure 26. The figure shows one wake up to listen for beacons, the TIM is not set.  
The current during the wake up is about 95 mA. The measurement is performed  
on SPB800.

Figure 27. Shows the average current consumption if it is no traffic load at all. The  
beacon interval  is  100ms.  Wake up  interval  = listen  interval  x  beacon interval.  
Calculations is based on measurements on SPB800.
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 9.3 Test 3 – The Effects of the Transmission Protocol

The impact of the transmission protocol was discussed earlier in the WLAN tests, it showed that it could have a  
major impact on both the performance, like throughput, and the power consumption. The expected result should 
be that the UDP application is less energy-consuming because of the simplicity in the transmission compared to  
the TCP. Below the tests and results are presented and evaluated.

 9.3.1  Test 3.1 – UDP and TCP in Client Mode, WLAN PS

Two tests were performed with the transmission protocols with different WLAN power save configurations. The 
parameter that was changed in the two cases was enabling or disabling of the PS-poll functionality. The reason 
to this is that it was shown in the earlier tests that the power consumption is lower with PS-poll enabled, with 
ICMP. The same test also showed that it did not work well at all with TCP, with is confirmed here once again.  
However for UDP it works better.

The first  test  was performed with the WLAN in power save mode and with PS-poll  frames disabled.  The 
WLAN will  wake up every  listen interval  and also at  every  transmission interval.  Every  time it  needs to 
transmit or receive data the station send a null frame to the access point to indicate that it is awake instead of  
using the PS-poll frame to receive every buffered frame. In Table 11 the numerical results are presented. The 
values are for one UDP or TCP transmission of one sensor value. The energy consumption is as expected lower  
for a UDP transmission than for a TCP transmission. The difference is however not big. The remarkable is that  
the time in the active mode is twice as big as for a UDP transmission as for a TCP transmission. Figure 28 (a) 
shows a UDP transmission sequence and Figure 28 (b) the corresponding sequence with TCP. As the TCP graph 
shows there are more transmissions and the station consumes more power in the time it is active than the UDP 
graph. But the total time is shorter. The reason to this could be found in the lightweight TCP/IP stack and how it 
handles the UDP connection. It may be more optimized for TCP connections.

Table 11. The energy consumption of one transmission of one sensor value with UDP and TCP. These tests  
were performed with the WLAN in power save mode with PS-poll frames disabled.

Protocol Tx Time [ms] Power [mW] Energy [mWs]

UDP 41 151 6.2
TCP 20 325 6.5

The second test was with the WLAN PS-poll frames enabled. The long listen interval only works with UDP 
because it does not have the acknowledgment frames in the TCP protocol uses. This is for the same reasons 
described in 1 9.1.1 Test 1.1 - PS-poll. In theory the transmission of one data frame with the use of TCP and 
WLAN in power save mode and PS-poll frames would take at least two listen interval.  Table 12 shows the 
numerical result of a UDP transmission with PS-poll frames. The energy consumption is lower and Figure 29 
shows the transmission sequence.  In the figure it  can be seen that the time in receive mode is reduced by 
approximate 10 milliseconds which was the value of the traffic timeout during the test. The traffic timeout is the  
time when the station monitors the traffic before it goes back to sleep.

Table  12. The energy consumption of on transmission of one sensor value with UDP. The WLAN was in  
power save mode and PS-poll was enabled. For TCP the corresponding test was not feasible. 

Protocol Tx Time [ms] Power [mW] Energy [mWs]

UDP, PS-poll 46 60 4.5
TCP, PS-poll - - -
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Figure  28. The graphs show a UDP (a) transmission and a TCP (b) transmission without PS-poll  
frames.  Traffic  timeout  is  10  ms.  The  blue  graph  is  the  receive  interrupt.  The  measurement  is  
performed on SPB800.
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Figure  29.  TCP transmission  of  a  sensor  value.  Includes  synchronization,  data  
transmission and acknowledge and connection reset. The blue graph is the receive  
interrupt. The measurement is performed on SPB800.
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 9.3.2  Test 3.2 – UDP and TCP in Client Mode, WLAN shutdown

The second test case was to compare the transmission with the UDP and the TCP and shutting down the WLAN  
in between. The expected results were the same as for the previous test, and the actual results were as expected.  
The wake up sequence with a TCP transmission is more energy consuming then with UDP. The average power 
consumption is about the same but the time is longer for TCP, Table 13 shows numerical results. That the time is 
longer with TCP differ from the previous tests where the case was the opposite.  One difference is that the 
WLAN in this test  is  not  in the power save mode during the transmission.  Figure 30 Shows the wake up 
sequence and one transmission for TCP (a) and UDP (b).

Table 13. Average energy consumption of one WLAN wake up, connect, transmission of one sensor value  
and disconnect.  The table also includes the time and the average power consumption during wake up,  
connect, transmission and disconnect. 

Protocol Time [ms]
Average

Power [mW]
Average 

Energy [mWs]

UDP 2250 83 187
TCP 2600 87 226
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Figure 30. Both the orange graphs shows the WLAN module wake up including the initialization,  
connecting to a network, transmission of one sensor value and disconnect. In graph (a) TCP is used,  
and in (b) UDP. The blue graph is the receive interrupt. The measurement is performed on SPB800.
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 10 Test Reliability and Accuracy

In this master thesis the results are mostly based on empirical tests. It is important to evaluate the reliability  
and accuracy of these results and the methods used. 

There are several factors that could affect the accuracy of the tests,  both the environmental as well as the 
measurement tools. When studying WLAN systems the traffic and the performance are affected by the distance 
between the station and the access points and the disturbance of other radio devices in the adjacent frequencies.  
These are important environment factors that had to be considered. And to minimize the impact all tests was 
performed in the same environment.

 10.1.1  Traffic Generation

The Ping tool was used in several tests to generate traffic load on the station and to measure the round-trip time.  
The round-trip time is the time it takes from the transmission of an echo request message to the receiving of an 
echo response message. The setup in the test was that a PC pinged the station. Several steps in the operation 
could affect the RTT value while the interesting value actually is the transmission delay of the station. The 
transmission delay is included in the RTT as well as propagation delay and queue delays [7]. In the tests the PC 
was connected via an Ethernet cable to minimize the propagation delays and the disturbance between the PC 
and the access point.  The other  time delays was considered constant  and for  all  tests 30 transmission was 
performed and the average value is the value presented in the report. 

 10.1.2  Measurements

The measuring of  current was performed with a multimeter.  It  was performed during intervals with stable 
current. The values do vary but the values presented and used in the calculations are the average value. For the 
calculation of the power and energy consumption during sequences with varying current an oscilloscope was 
used.  The sequences  was captured and saved.  The graphs do vary between the  transmissions so the most  
common sequences were used in the calculations. This will add a measurement error to the results. The power 
consumption approximated from the graphs also adds a measurement error. That the graphs was noisy made it  
more difficult to approximate the values. For all graphical approximations several pictures with a close up was  
used to get a value as good as possible. The estimated error for these numerical values are between 5% and 
10%. It is based on the disturbance and the difference between graphs of multiple sequences. For demonstrating 
difference and improvements it is the precision and reproducibility that is important rather than the accuracy.  
The pattern of repeated tests contribute to increase the reliability of the test results. 

To minimize the measurement errors and inaccuracy's in the results all tests were performed multiple times to  
obtain an average value. This includes the traffic generation as well. 
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 11 Conclusions

The aim of the master thesis was to optimize the power consumption of battery powered WLAN sensor devices.  
This  was  performed  by  evaluate  both  the  configuration  of  the  HDG104  WLAN  SIP  module  and  the  
microprocessor. The configuration of the access point was included as well. This chapter summarizes the results  
and conclusions and puts the numerical values into a perspective of how long the battery actual lifetime would  
be. One section also includes recommendations of how to configure the WLAN power save parameters based on  
the results and conclusions.

 11.1 Summary of Microprocessor Optimizations Results

The implementation phase during this master thesis could be divided into two main categories. 

• Optimization of the microprocessor power consumption.

• The empirical tests. 

Before any tests could be conducted the power consumption of the MCU needed to be reduced. It included  
configuration of pins and disabling of unused modules as well as the use of sleep modes and wake up the MCU. 

In the very beginning with the current consumption of the entire device was 

• 130 mA with MCU and WLAN active.

• 42 mA with MCU active and the WLAN in power save mode. 

After the optimizations the same values are about 90 mA with the WLAN active and 21 mA with the WLAN in 
power save and the MCU still in active mode. The disabling of the two LEDs was the biggest and the most  
obvious source to the reduction of the current. The values in the sleep mode are not the average value with the  
periodical wake ups included. The average value depend on what listen interval that is chosen.

To put the MCU in sleep decreased the power consumption further. The very deepest sleep mode, static, could 
however not be used. If the MCU is put in the static mode the WLAN module could not run in the power save 
mode and therefore the only wake up source to the MCU is eliminated. The second deepest sleep mode, deep 
stop, could be used and with the WLAN in power save the current was decreased to only 0.8 mA. Appendix C –
Current of the Device Shows a table of the current.

The achieved results after all optimization is

• 0.8 mA with the MCU in deep stop and the WLAN in power save. 

• 0.4 mA with the MCU in deep stop and the WLAN shutdown. 

 11.2 Conclusions of the Configuration of the WLAN parameters

One main goal was to analyze and evaluate how to configure the WLAN parameters regarding to the traffic load 
on the system and minimize the power consumption. How to configure the WLAN is strongly dependent on the 
application and in some cases also the performance requirements. 

The first parameter that was tested and analyzed was the use of PS-poll frames. The power save mode included 
in  the  802.11  standard  implements  the  PS-poll  frames.  One  frame  should  be  transmitted  for  every  frame 
buffered by the access point. This means that the station could return back to sleep directly after the last frame is 
received. But it also means that for a transmission based on handshake mechanisms it could take a considerably 
amount of time. This was also the results of the tests. 

With  PS-poll  frames  disabled  the  throughput  for  TCP transmission  is  increased  significant.  Without  the 
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handshake mechanisms the difference on the performance between enabling and disabling of the PS-poll frames 
is not noticeable. The power consumption with PS-poll enabled is clearly lower. For the tests the ICMP-ping  
was  used  where  one  package  of  56  bytes  was  transmitted  with  various  intervals.  The  average  power  
consumption was approximate the half with PS-poll enabled. The reason is the traffic monitoring overhead 
added after every wake up with PS-poll disabled. This timeout was configured to be 10 ms, which directly adds  
minimum 10 ms in active mode. If the station would receive more data the required time awake would increase  
for  both cases  and  the  impact  of  the timeout  would  be decreased.  The differences  in  power consumption  
between the PS-poll frames enable and disabled would then be smaller in percent. 

For a station in server mode increasing the listen interval has a direct impact on the transmission delay which 
also is increased. The Power consumption is however not definitely reduced if the listen interval is increased. In  
the case when the station should answer to a continuous request the amount of data received and transmitted is  
the same independent of the listen interval. This results is that the total time in the active state transmitting is the  
same. The conclusion is that continuous data receive and transmit interval is shorter than the listen interval  
increasing the listen interval does not reduce the power consumption. 

A station in client mode that only should transmit values the configuration of the listen interval is not important 
for the transmission delay. The throughput is however affected if the transmission uses TCP. If the listen interval  
is increased the power consumption could be decreased 

 11.3 WLAN Sensor Device Battery Operating Lifetime

The battery lifetime vary between battery type and brand. Let's start with the case when the WLAN is shutdown 
and the power consumption of the device is the lowest at 0.4 mA. For a battery with 1200 mAh it would last for  
125 days. If this is considered good or not is left unsaid, but the fact the WLAN is not even turned on indicates  
that the optimization of the device in terms of power consumption requires more work. However compared to  
the starting values it is definitely an improvement. 

Table 14 shows some typical lifetimes for different applications for two typical batteries. Figure 31 shows how 
the lifetime increases when the transmission interval increases and how it differs between WLAN shutdown and  
power save in a client application. It is the corresponding values as for Figure 25. The power consumption of a 
application in server mode could not be approximated that easily. The current consumption depend on the traffic 
load. If there are no traffic load at all the second example in Table 14 could be applied. 

Table  14.  The  table  shows  the  lifetime  for  examples  of  two typical  battery  types  and three  different  
applications.

Battery capacity  
[mAh]

Device average 
Current [mA]

Estimated 
lifetime 
[days] 

Application description

AAA (alkaline) 1200 0.4 125 WLAN powered off 

1.0 50 WLAN PS, listen interval 20, no traffic load

0.8 62 WLAN PS, listen interval 20, client with Tx-interval  
155s 

AA (alkaline) 2700 0.4 281 WLAN powered off 

1.0 112 WLAN PS, listen interval 20, no traffic load

0.8 140 WLAN PS, listen interval 20, client with Tx-interval  
155s 
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 11.3.1  Recommendations

From the conclusion of the empirical tests the following are the recommendations. They are divided into client 
and server mode since many of the parameters differ distinguish between the two.

 11.3.1.1 Listen – Server Mode

In the listen mode the device stays connected all  the time.  This  requires the WLAN to be active and the 
minimum basic sleep current is 0.8 mA. The average sleep current with the periodical wake ups every listen  
interval included is a bit higher but depends on the listen interval. The recommendations for listen mode are:

• PS-poll  frames  enabled  if  the  application  use  UDP.  It  will  decrease  the  time  in  active  state  and 
therefore the power consumption compared to PS-poll disabled. 

• PS-poll frames disabled if the application uses TCP. This improves the throughput. Compared to PS-
poll frames enabled the power consumption will be reduced because of decreased time in active mode. 

• PS-poll disabled if there are heavy traffic load or if the traffic cannot be predicted. Because of the 
traffic monitoring timeout the station can stay awake if there are more incoming traffic short after the 
buffered frames are delivered. 

• The listen interval should not be longer than 30 beacons.  Figure 27 Shows the impact of the listen 
interval on the average current consumption. The graph shows that the most current reduce could be 
obtain with a listen interval increased to about 30. Longer than that the power savings are negligible. 

• The listen interval should not be longer than the maximum acceptable response time of the application.  
If it is the transmission delay can be longer than accepted. 

• The listen  interval  should not  be  too long if  TCP is  used.  How long depends on  the  throughput 
requirements and traffic. If PS-poll is disabled and the traffic is expected with a certain interval the 
listen interval could be adapted to that interval. When there are no traffic load the power consumption  
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Figure  31.  The estimated battery lifetime of a sensor device with WLAN shutdown vs. in  
power save between transmission. A client application. The battery capacity is 2700 mAh
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could be reduced if the listen interval is increased.

• The traffic timeout cannot be too short. When it is approaching zero the behavior will resemble the PS-
poll enabled case. 

• It is not recommended to listen to DTIMs if it is not needed. If used the station must wake up every  
DTIM interval which usually has the default value of 100 ms. If it is needed this interval could be 
increased in the access point. 

Note: before changing the configurations DTIM interval of the access point make sure that no other 
stations are dependent on the DTIM interval. 

 11.3.1.2 Connect – Client Mode

The recommendations for a application in client mode that transmit data periodically are

• PS-poll  frames  enabled  if  the  application  only  transmits  UDP frames.  It  will  decrease  the  power 
consumption. 

• PS-poll frames disabled if TCP is used. It will force the station to stay awake a short period after the  
transmission and receive the acknowledgment. It improves the throughput. 

• The listen interval should not be longer than 30 beacons.  Figure 27 Shows the impact of the listen 
interval on the average current consumption. The graph shows that the most current reduce could be 
obtain with a listen interval increased to about 30. Longer than that the power savings are negligible. 

• The listen interval  is  not  important  for  this  type of  application if  the above recommendations are 
followed.  

• The traffic timeout cannot be too short. When it is approaching zero the behavior will resemble the PS-
poll enabled case.

• Shutdown the WLAN module between the transmissions if the interval is longer than 155 seconds. 
This could save power. But because the time it takes to connect to an access point is not a constant  
value it is not a guarantee. 
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 12 Discussion

This chapter discusses the conclusions and the results presented in this report. It also includes a discussion if  
the results could be more general than only for sensor devices. And last a section of further work is presented. 

 12.1 Discussion of Conclusion and Results

The conclusions could be summarized with that the current consumption was reduced a lot but is still too high.  
If the basic sleep-current could be decreased further it would be more suitable to use WLAN sensors as a battery 
powered device. With a average power consumption of 0.3 mA and an AA alkaline battery the lifetime would be  
about one year. The tests, results and conclusions of the WLAN configurations are still applicable if the basic  
power consumption is reduced. 

The goal was to develop a power save strategy for specific applications. In the conclusions the results of the 
tests was summarized and the two main cases client and server mode is discussed. How to configure the WLAN 
parameters depending on these two cases are discussed and the transmission interval is brought up as well. If  
the station is in server mode the traffic could not be predetermined. Because of this it is difficult to know the  
best configurations. In some applications the traffic could perhaps be estimated and the parameters adapted. One 
such case could be when the station acts as a sever and a client continuously asks for information. The tests 
showed that the WLAN parameter that affected the power consumption the most was the use of PS-poll frames. 

This master thesis has focused on sensor devices only. The tests however have been performed on both the case  
when the station is listening for incoming traffic and transmits data. This makes it possible to generalize the  
results and apply it on other systems as well. One closely related application is actuator devices. It is not only  
interesting to monitor or measure things in a home, it is also useful to be able to control the environment. 

The empirical tests was performed on two different hardware kits, both containing the HDG104 WLAN SiP 
module.

• SPB105 board (WLAN) and Atmel EVK1105 (MCU)

• SPB800 (WLAN + MCU)

The first tests with the SPB105 board and Atmel EVK1105 only concerned WLAN measurements which were  
MCU independent. The rest of the empirical tests was performed with the SPB800 module. 

The conclusions are that the configuration of the WLAN is applicable on all systems that uses the HDG104 
WLAN SiP  module. The numerical values of the entire device is only applicable on the specific board SPB800.
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 12.2 Further Work

The conclusions show that there are more to improve to this system. Both improvements and further tests and  
analysis. 

• The time it takes to connect to a network will vary. If it could be reduced and optimized by using an  
more effective re-connection method the total wake-up sequence could be shortened. This could reduce 
the power consumption. 

• All test was performed with an access point configured without encryption. It would be interesting to 
test how WEP and Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) affects the power consumption based on the results 
and conclusions from this master thesis. 

• Optimization of the hardware was not included in this master thesis and is one thing that could need to  
be further optimized. One component that could make a difference to change to a more efficient is an 
internal  voltage  regulator.  The  one  used  in  the  device  today  is  a  linear  regulator.  The  power 
consumption could be reduces if it was exchanged to a switching voltage regulator instead.

• When using TCP there are frames that indicate when a transmission is complete. But for UDP there are 
no such frames. When transmitting UDP messages there are no way of knowing when the messages is  
transmitted into the air in the wl APi. A feature for knowing this could increase the efficiency of the 
UDP transmissions to reduce the time the station has to stay awake before the device is put back into  
sleep. 

• The  lightweight  TCP/IP stack,  lwIP,  used  in  the  device  seemed  to  be  optimized  better  for  TCP 
transmissions.  The  result  of  test  case  3.1  and  Figure  28 shows that  the  time  in  active  mode  for 
transmissions of UDP are twice the time as for TCP. This is not determined and only a speculation and 
therefore needs to be investigated and then it could perhaps be optimized.

• In a smart home there is most likely not only one sensor included and connected. Both the article [10] 
and [11] discuss the impact of background traffic and multiple devices. The article shows that there is 
an impact on the power consumption if the number of devices increases. It would be interesting to 
perform tests with multiple stations and analyze how the number of stations impacts on the power 
consumption  depending  on  different  applications  and  transmissions.  And  analysis  how  the 
configuration of the WLAN differ depending on the number of stations. 

• For an application with a more complex behavior than those included in this master thesis it would 
perhaps be an option to dynamically configure the parameters. If the conditions for the application 
changes the power save configuration could be adapted to the new conditions. 
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Appendix A – Requirement Specification

Project start:  17 January 2011

Project end: 14 June 2011

Title: “Analysis and implementation of embedded low power WLAN Node”.

The task was to analyze the power save optimization possibilities by utilize WLAN parameters and the use of  
MCU power save functionality. It was also to define what systems and user cases that may be optimized. Select  
one sensor to implement with H&D Wireless WLAN module HDG104 WLAN SiP was also included. 

Requirements

• A power  save  strategy  by  utilization  of  WLAN  parameters  of  station  and  access  point  shall be 
developed.

◦ Parameters of WLAN clients and access points shall be investigated.

◦ Power save functionality of the MCU shall also be included.

◦ New protocol suggested for the smart home should be considered.

• A new sensor system shall be chosen and implemented.

• The power save strategy shall be implemented in the sensor system.

• The embedded systems and user cases that could be optimized shall be defined. 

• The sensor system shall be verified and tested.

• The power save strategy shall be verified and validated.

• A tool for utilization of the WLAN parameters should be implemented. 

Hardware Requirements

• H&D Wireless HDG104 Wi-Fi SiP shall be used in the implementation.
“The HDG104 is an 802.11bg compliant module with integrated RF parts possible to support +21 dBm 
RF output power and very low power consumption in all modes.” [29]

• Atmel MCU shall be used in the implementation.
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Appendix B – Application Specification

Main Goals

The application shall

1. include one configuration mode,

2. include one battery-powered operating mode where the device should be connected to the configured 
network,

3. be optimized to use minimal power for a specific traffic configuration.

Configuration mode

– The following configurable parameters shall be implemented and non volatile:

– Basic network configuration: IP address, default gateway, sub network mask, DHCP 
enable/disable,

– WLAN power save settings: PS mode enable/disable, PS-poll enable/disable, traffic timeout, PS 
delay, DTIM receive on/off, listen interval.

– Sensor measurement interval

– Sensor value transmit interval

– The following configurable parameters should be implemented and non volatile:

– MCU power save settings: Sleep modes active/idle/ frozen/standby/stop/deep stop/static

– RTC interrupt period

– Operation mode: listen (server), connect (client)

– A compliment or an alternative to MCU and WLAN power save configuration could be dynamic 
configuration based on traffic pattern.

Operating mode

The application shall:

– Connect to configured network at start up.

– Read values from a simple sensor.

– Be able to operate in at least on mode:

– Connect mode (client): connect to predefined host and transmit sensor data at a predefined interval

– Shall be able to transmit via UDP and TCP

The application should:

– Be able to operate in a second mode:
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– Listen mode (server): listen for incoming requests with predefined interval.

Power Consumption and Performance

The application shall:

– Be optimized with regard to power consumption of

– MCU

– WLAN module

– Be optimized with regard to performance of 

– WLAN traffic

– MCU
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Appendix C – Current of the Device

Table 15. The current consumption with WLAN and MCU active and in sleep and power save mode. And the  
improvements of other optimizations.

MCU

Active x x

Sleep (deep stop) x x x

  Not used modules disabled x x

Not used pins conf. as inputs  
+ pull-up resistors

x x

WLAN

Active x

Power Save x x x

Off x

LED's on x x x

Current [mA] 130 42 21 0.8 0.4
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